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ABSTRACT

We describe a linearization algorithm for µCRL processes, similar to the one described in [21] for a subset

of the language called parallel pCRL. This algorithm finds its roots in formal language theory: the ‘grammar’

defining a process is transformed into a variant of Greibach Normal Form. Next, any such form is further

reduced to linear form, i.e., to an equation that resembles a right-linear, data-parametric grammar. From the

other perspective, linear specifications in µCRL resemble symbolic representations of transition systems, that

can be further transformed and analyzed by many of the existing tools and techniques. We aim at proving the

correctness of this linearization algorithm. To this end we use an equivalence relation on recursive specifications

in µCRL that is model independent and does not involve an explicit notion of solution.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we address the issue of linearization of recursive specifications in the specification lan-
guage µCRL (micro Common Representation Language, [20, 16]) and extend the existing linearization
techniques for a subset of the µCRL called parallel pCRL [21] to the full µCRL setting. The language
µCRL has been developed under the assumption that an extensive and mathematically precise study
of the basic constructs of specification languages is fundamental to an analytical approach of much
richer (and more complicated) specification languages such as SDL [38], LOTOS [26], PSF [28, 29]
and CRL [35]. Moreover, it is assumed that µCRL and its proof theory provide a solid basis for the
design and construction of tools for analysis and manipulation of distributed systems.

The language µCRL offers a uniform framework for the specification of data and processes. Data
are specified by equational specifications: one can declare sorts and functions working upon these
sorts, and describe the meaning of these functions by equational axioms. Processes are described in
process algebraic style, where the particular process syntax stems from ACP [4, 2, 15], extended with
data-parametric ingredients: there are constructs for conditional composition, and for data-parametric
choice and communication. As is common in process algebra, infinite processes are specified by means
of (finite systems of) recursive equations. In µCRL such equations can also be data-parametric. As
an example, for action a and adopting standard semantics for µCRL, each solution for the equation
X = a · X specifies (or “identifies”) the process that can only repeatedly execute a, and so does each
solution for Y(17) where Y(n) is defined by the data-parametric equation Y(n) = a · Y(n + 1) with
n ∈ Nat . An interesting subclass of systems of recursive equations consists of those that contain only
one linear equation. Such a system is called an LPE (Linear Process Equation). Here, linearity refers
both to the form of recursion allowed, and to a restriction on the process operations allowed. The
above examples X = a ·X and Y(n) = a ·Y(n + 1) are both LPEs. The restriction to LPE format still
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yields an expressive setting (for example, it is not hard to show that each computable process over a
finite set of actions can be simply defined using an LPE containing only computable functions over
the natural numbers, cf. [32]). Moreover, in the design and construction of tools for µCRL, LPEs
establish a basic and convenient representation format, that can be seen as symbolic representation of
labelled transition systems. This applies, for example, to tools for generation of transition systems, or
tools for optimization, deadlock checking, or simulation [8], all of which are based on term rewriting.
However, the real potential of the LPE format is in symbolic techniques that enable analysis of large
or infinite systems. Some of these are based on equational theorem prover [31], invariants [7], “cones
and foci” method [23], or confluence reduction [9].

The LPE format stems from [7], in which the notion of a process operator is distinguished, and a
proof technique for dealing with convergent LPEs is defined. Furthermore, there is a strong resem-
blance between LPEs and specifications in UNITY [12, 10]. The restriction to linear systems has a
long tradition in process algebra. For instance, restricting to so-called linear specifications, i.e., linear
systems that in some distinguished model have a unique solution per variable, various completeness
results were proved in a simple fashion (cf. [30, 5]). However, without data-parametric constructs for
process specification, the expressiveness is limited: only regular processes can be defined.

The language µCRL is considered to be a specification language because it contains ingredients that
facilitate in a straightforward, natural way the modeling of distributed, communicating processes. In
particular, it contains constructs for parallelism, encapsulation and abstraction. On the other hand,
as mentioned above, LPEs constitute a basic fragment of µCRL in terms of expressiveness and tool
support. This explains our interest in transforming any system of µCRL equations into an equivalent
LPE, i.e., our interest to linearize µCRL process definitions.

We define the linearization algorithm on an abstract level, but in a very detailed manner. We do
not concern ourselves with the question if and in what way systems of recursive equations over µCRL
define processes as their unique solutions (per variable). Instead, we argue that the transformation is
correct in a more general sense: we show that linearization “preserves all solutions”. This means that
if a particular µCRL system of recursive equations defines a series of solutions for its variables in some
model, then the LPE resulting from linearization has (at least) the same solutions for the associated
process terms. Consequently, if the resulting LPE is such that one can infer that these solutions are
unique in some particular (process) model, then both systems define the same processes in that model.
In our algorithm, most transformation steps satisfy a stronger property: the set of solutions is the
same before and after the transformation. The presented linearization algorithm is developed with
two additional goals in mind. We try to keep it optimal in terms of the size of generated LPE, briefly
mentioning additional optimizations that could be applied. We also try to preserve the structure and
the names of the initial specification as much as possible.

To the best of our knowledge, a first description of a transformation of (non-parallel) pCRL into an
LPE like format was given in [6]. Transformation procedures from BPA to Greibach Normal Forms
were outlined in [1] and presented in [25]. The implications and equivalences of regular systems of
recursive equations and recursive program schemes w.r.t. their full sets of solutions were extensively
studied by Courcelle in [13, 14] and Benson and Guessarian in [3]. The definitions in these papers
have a lot in common with our approach, but they could not be directly applied to the µCRL setting.

Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we discuss the language µCRL. Furthermore, we define
implication and equivalence between µCRL process terms defined over different µCRL specifications.
Sections 3, 4 and 5 fully describe the linearization procedure. In Section 3 we describe in detail
the first part of this transformation, which yields process definitions in so-called parallel extended
Greibach normal form. In Section 4 we describe the transformation from parallel extended Greibach
normal form into one equation which is quite similar to an LPE. Then, in Section 5 we introduce a
special data type which is a list of multisets nested to an arbitrary depth, and explain how with the
help of this data type we can achieve the LPE form. Section 6 contains some conclusions, comments
on possible optimizations of our transformation, and identifies directions for future work. Appen-
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dices A and B contain detailed descriptions of the resulting LPEs that involve renaming operations of
µCRL. Appendix C contains the full source code listing of the data type definitions used in Section 5.

2. Description of µCRL

In this section we first recall some general information about µCRL. Then we consider (recursive)
process definitions in detail, and define various notions of equivalence, among which equivalence be-
tween process terms defined over different systems of equations. Next, we shortly discuss guardedness
in process definitions. Finally, we introduce the notion of µCRL specifications and the formulation of
the linearization problem.

2.1 Theory of µCRL

First we define the signature and axioms for booleans which are quite standard and can be found
for instance in [11] (page 116). We use equational logic to prove boolean identities. Booleans are
obligatory in any µCRL specification.

Definition 2.1. The signature of Bool consists of constants t, f , unary operation not and binary
operations and , or , eq .

Note (Booleans). We use infix notation ¬,∧,∨,↔ for not , and , or , eq respectively.

Definition 2.2. The axioms of Bool are the ones presented in Table 1.

x ∧ y = y ∧ x x ∨ y = y ∨ x

(x ∧ y) ∧ z = x ∧ (y ∧ z) (x ∨ y) ∨ z = x ∨ (y ∨ z)
x ∧ x = x x ∨ x = x

x ∧ (x ∨ y) = x x ∨ (x ∧ y) = x

(x ∧ y) ∨ (x ∧ z) = x ∧ (y ∨ z) (x ∨ y) ∧ (x ∨ z) = x ∨ (y ∧ z)
x ∧ f = f x ∨ t = t

x ∧ ¬x = f x ∨ ¬x = t

x ↔ y = (x ∧ y) ∨ (¬x ∧ ¬y)

Table 1: Axioms of Bool .

Next we define the generalized equational theory of µCRL by defining its signature and the axioms.
The axioms are taken from, or inspired by [18, 19].

Note (Vector Notation). Tuples occur a lot in the language, so we use a vector notation for them.
Expression

−→
d is an abbreviation for d1, . . . , dn, where dk are data variables. Similarly, if type in-

formation is given,
−−→
d:D is an abbreviation for d1:D1, . . . , dn:Dn for some natural number n. In case

n = 0 the whole vector vanishes as well as brackets (if any) surrounding it. For instance a(
−→
d ) is an

abbreviation for a in this case (here a is an action, this notion is introduced below). For all vectors−→
d and −→e we have

−→
d ,−→e =

−→
d, e. Thus

−→
d, e is an abbreviation for d1, . . . , dn, e1, . . . , en′

. We also write−−→
d:D & e:E for d1:D1, . . . , dn:Dn, e:E.

For any vector of variables
−→
d ,

−→
f (

−→
d ) is an abbreviation for f1(

−→
d ), . . . , fm(

−→
d ) for some m ∈ Nat

and
−→
f = f1, . . . , fm, where each fk(

−→
d ) is a data term that may contain elements of

−→
d as free
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variables. As with vectors of variables, in case m = 0 the vector of data terms vanishes. We often use−→
t to express a data term vector without explicitly denoting its variables.

Definition 2.3. The signature of µCRL consists of data sorts (or ‘data types’) including Bool as
defined above, and a distinct sort Proc of processes. Each data sort D is assumed to be equipped
with a binary function eq : D × D → Bool . (This requirement can be weakened by demanding
such functions only for data sorts that are parameters of communicating actions). The operational
signature of µCRL is parameterized by the finite set of action labels ActLab and a partial commutative
and associative function γ : ActLab × ActLab → ActLab such that γ(a1, a2) ∈ ActLab implies that
a1, a2 and γ(a1, a2) have parameters of the same sorts. The process operations are the ones listed
below:

• actions a(
−→
t ) parameterized by data terms

−→
t , where a ∈ ActLab is an action label. More

precisely, a is an operation a :
−→
Da → Proc. We write type(a) for

−→
Da.

• constants δ and τ of sort Proc.

• binary operations +, ·, ‖,�, | defined on Proc, where | is defined using γ.

• unary Proc operations ∂H , τI , ρR for each set of action labels H, I ⊆ ActLab and action label
renaming function R : ActLab → ActLab such that a and R(a) have parameters of the same
sorts. Such functions R we call well-defined action label renaming functions.

• a ternary operation � � : Proc × Bool × Proc → Proc.

• binders
∑

d:D defined on Proc, for each data variable d of sort D.

The partial commutative and associative function γ is called a communication function. If γ(a, b) =
c this indicates that actions with labels a and b can synchronize, becoming action c, provided that
the data parameters of these actions are equal. The case when γ(γ(a, b), c) is undefined for all a,b
and c, which means that at most two parties can communicate synchronously, is called handshaking
communication (or simply handshaking). The constant δ represents a deadlocked process and the
constant τ represents some internal or hidden activity. The choice operator + and the sequential
composition operator · are well known. The merge operator ‖ represents parallel composition. The
� (left merge) and | (communication merge) are auxiliary operations used to equationally define
‖. The encapsulation operator ∂H(q) blocks actions in q with action labels in the set H, which is
especially used to enforce actions to communicate. The hiding operator τI(q) with a set of action
labels I = {a, b, . . . } hides actions with these labels in q by renaming them to τ . The renaming
operator ρR(q) where R is a function from action labels to action labels renames each action with
label a in q to an action with label R(a). The operator p1 � c � p2 is the if c then p1 else p2 operator,
where c is an expression of type Bool . The sum operator

∑
d:D p expresses a (potentially infinite)

choice p[d := d0] + p[d := d1] + · · · if data domain D = {d0, d1, . . . }, and p[d := di] is the term p with
all free occurrences of d replaced by di.

Definition 2.4. Axioms of µCRL are the ones presented in Tables 2,3,4,5,6, 7 and 8. We assume
that

• the descending order of binding strength of operators is: ·, {‖,�, |}, ��,
∑

, +;

• x, y, z are variables of sort Proc;

• c, c1, c2 are variables of sort Bool ;

• d, d1, dn, d′, . . . are data variables (but d in
∑

d:D is not a variable);

• b stands for either a(
−→
d ), or τ , or δ;
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• −→
d =

−→
d′ is an abbreviation for eq(d1, d′1) ∧ · · · ∧ eq(dn, d′n), where

−→
d = d1, . . . , dn and

−→
d′ =

d′1, . . . , d′n;

• the axioms where p and q occur are schemata ranging over all terms p and q of sort Proc,
including those in which d occurs freely;

• the axiom (SUM2) is a scheme ranging over all terms r of sort Proc in which d does not occur
freely.

The axioms in Table 7 are used for the parallel composition elimination. From these axioms we
can derive the identities x ‖ y = y ‖ x, (x ‖ y) ‖ z = x ‖ (y ‖ z) and x ‖ δ = x · δ with the help of
the axioms (A1),(A2),(A6),(A7),(CM1),(CM2),(CM4),(CM8) and (CD1). Note that due to (SC3),
the axioms (CM6), (CM9), (CT2), (CD2), (Cond9′) and (SUM7′) become derivable. The axioms in
Table 8 are used to simplify combinations of renaming, hiding and encapsulation. The axioms (B1)
and (B2) are not used in the transformations described in this paper, so these transformations are
also sound in models where these two axioms do not hold.

We use many sorted equational logic for processes and booleans, while other data types can have
slightly different proof rules, which may include induction principles, quantifier introduction principles,
etc. The proof theory of µCRL [19] consists of proof rules for the data sorts, the rules of equational
logic for the booleans, and the rules of generalized equational logic [18] for the processes. Note that
the rules of generalized equational logic do not allow to substitute terms containing free variables if
they become bound. For example, in axiom (SUM1) we cannot substitute a(d) for x.

Definition 2.5. Two process terms p1 and p2 are (unconditionally) equivalent (notation p1 = p2) if
p1 = p2 is derivable from the axioms of µCRL and boolean identities by using many sorted generalized
equational logic. In this case we write {µCRL,BOOL} � p1 = p2. Here BOOL is used to refer to the
specification of the booleans, and the use of equational logic for deriving boolean identities.

Two process terms p1 and p2 are conditionally equivalent if {µCRL,BOOL,DATA} � p1 = p2. Here
DATA is used to refer to the specification of all data sorts involved, and all proof rules that may be
applied.

x + y = y + x (A1)
x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z (A2)

x + x = x (A3)
(x + y) · z = x · z + y · z (A4)
(x · y) · z = x · (y · z) (A5)

x + δ = x (A6)
δ · x = δ (A7)
x · τ = x (B1)

z · (τ · (x + y) + x) = z · (x + y) (B2)

Table 2: Basic axioms of µCRL.

2.2 Systems of Recursion Equations

We assume a fixed and infinite set Procnames = {X,Y,Z, . . . } of process names with type information
associated to them. We extend the sort Proc of processes by allowing the process names in P ⊆
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x ‖ y = (x � y + y � x) + x | y (CM1)
b � x = b · x (CM2)

(b · x) � y = b · (x ‖ y) (CM3)
(x + y) � z = x � z + y � z (CM4)

(b · x) | b′ = (b | b′) · x (CM5)
b | (b′ · x) = (b | b′) · x (CM6)

(b · x) | (b′ · y) = (b | b′) · (x ‖ y) (CM7)
(x + y) | z = x | z + y | z (CM8)
x | (y + z) = x | y + x | z (CM9)

a(
−→
d ) | a′(−→d′ ) = γ(a, a′)(

−→
d ) �

−→
d =

−→
d′ � δ if γ(a, a′) is defined (CF1)

a(
−→
d ) | a′(−→d′ ) = δ otherwise (CF2)

τ | b = δ (CT1)
b | τ = δ (CT2)
δ | b = δ (CD1)
b | δ = δ (CD2)

Table 3: Axioms for parallel composition in µCRL.

x � t � y = x (Cond1)
x � f � y = y (Cond2)
x � c � y = x � c � δ + y � ¬c � δ (Cond3)

(x � c1 � δ) � c2 � δ = (x � c1 ∧ c2 � δ) (Cond4)
(x � c1 � δ) + (x � c2 � δ) = x � c1 ∨ c2 � δ (Cond5)

(x � c � δ) · y = (x · y) � c � δ (Cond6)
(x + y) � c � δ = x � c � δ + y � c � δ (Cond7)
(x � c � δ) � y = (x � y) � c � δ (Cond8)
(x � c � δ) | y = (x | y) � c � δ (Cond9)
x | (y � c � δ) = (x | y) � c � δ (Cond9′)

(x � c � δ) · (y � c � δ) = (x · y) � c � δ (Sca)
p � eq(d, e) � δ = p[e := d] � eq(d, e) � δ (PE)

Table 4: Axioms for conditions in µCRL.

Procnames as variables of type
−→
D → Proc. The terms in the signature of µCRL extended with P are

further called (µCRL) process terms and the set of all of them is denoted by Terms(P ). The free data
variables in a process term are those not bound by

∑
d:D occurrences. We write DVar for the set of

all free and bound data variables that can occur in a term.

Definition 2.6. A process equation is an equation of the form X(
−−−−→
dX:DX) = qX, where X is a process

name with a list of data parameters
−−−−→
dX:DX, and qX is a process term, in which only the data variables
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∑
d:D

x = x (SUM1)

∑
e:D

r =
∑
d:D

(r[e := d]) (SUM2)

∑
d:D

p =
∑
d:D

p + p (SUM3)

∑
d:D

(p + q) =
∑
d:D

p +
∑
d:D

q (SUM4)

∑
d:D

(p · x) = (
∑
d:D

p) · x (SUM5)

∑
d:D

(p � x) = (
∑
d:D

p) � x (SUM6)

∑
d:D

(p | x) = (
∑
d:D

p) | x (SUM7)

∑
d:D

(x | p) = x | (
∑
d:D

p) (SUM7′)

∑
d:D

(∂H(p)) = ∂H(
∑
d:D

p) (SUM8)

∑
d:D

(τI(p)) = τI(
∑
d:D

p) (SUM9)

∑
d:D

(ρR(p)) = ρR(
∑
d:D

p) (SUM10)

∑
d:D

(p � c � δ) = (
∑
d:D

p) � c � δ (SUM12)

Table 5: Axioms for sums in µCRL.

from
−→
dX may occur freely. We write rhs(X) for qX, pars(X) for

−→
dX, and type(X) for

−→
DX.

Definition 2.7. Let P ⊆ Procnames be a finite set of process names such that each process name is
uniquely typed. A (finite) non-empty set G of process equations over Terms(P ) is called a (finite)
system of process equations if each process name in P occurs exactly once at the left. The set of
process names (with types) that appear within G is denoted as |G| (so, |G| = P ). We use rhs(X, G),
pars(X, G) and type(X, G) to refer to the corresponding parts of the equation for X in G.

Although the original definition of a µCRL specification allows to have the same process names
with different types, we do not treat this possibility here as it would make the explanation only more
long-winded.

Definition 2.8. Let G be a finite system of process equations, X be a process name in it, and
−→
t be

a data term vector of type type(X, G). Then the pair (X(
−→
t ), G) is called a process definition. We use

the abbreviation (X, G) for (X(pars(X, G)), G).

Example 2.9. Both G1 = {X = a·Y,Y = b·X,Z = X‖Y} and G2 = {T(n:Nat) = a(even(n))·T(S(n))}
with even : Nat → Bool as expected and S : Nat → Nat the successor function, are examples of
systems of process equations. All of (X, G1), (T, G2), (T(m), G2) are process definitions.
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∂H(b) = b if b = τ or (b = a(
−→
d ) and a /∈ H) (D1)

∂H(b) = δ otherwise (D2)
∂H(x + y) = ∂H(x) + ∂H(y) (D3)
∂H(x · y) = ∂H(x) · ∂H(y) (D4)

∂H(x � c � δ) = ∂H(x) � c � δ (D5)

τI(b) = b if b = δ or (b = a(
−→
d ) and a /∈ I) (T1)

τI(b) = τ otherwise (T2)
τI(x + y) = τI(x) + τI(y) (T3)
τI(x · y) = τI(x) · τI(y) (T4)

τI(x � c � δ) = τI(x) � c � δ (T5)
ρR(δ) = δ (RD)
ρR(τ) = τ (RT)

ρR(a(
−→
d )) = R(a)(

−→
d ) (R1)

ρR(x + y) = ρR(x) + ρR(y) (R3)
ρR(x · y) = ρR(x) · ρR(y) (R4)

ρR(x � c � δ) = ρR(x) � c � δ (R5)

Table 6: Axioms for renaming operators in µCRL.

(x � y) � z = x � (y ‖ z) (SC1)
x | y = y | x (SC3)

(x | y) | z = x | (y | z) (SC4)
x | (y � z) = (x | y) � z (SC5)

x � δ = x · δ (SCD)

Table 7: Axioms for Standard Concurrency in µCRL.

2.3 Equivalence of Process Definitions

We introduce the notion of equivalence over systems of process equations in a stepwise manner. Let
G1 and G2 be systems of process equations, and assume that the common data sorts of G1 and G2 are
equally defined. Let DATA(G1, G2) represents all data specifications occurring in G1 and G2 and all
proof rules adopted for these data. We first define (conditional) implication between process terms,
and then the equivalence.

In the following definition, derivations of the form {µCRL,BOOL,DATA}∪G1 � φ are required. In
this case, the axioms from µCRL,BOOL and DATA may be used to derive φ, as well as the process
equations in G1. However, we restrict derivability by requiring that the (data-parametric) process
names from G1 are considered as (data-parametric) constants. For example, if G1 = {X = a · X}, we
may use X = a · X as an axiom in {µCRL,BOOL,DATA} ∪ {X = a · X} � φ, but X may not be used
as a variable that can be instantiated (e.g., {µCRL,BOOL,DATA} ∪ {X = a · X} 
� a = a · a).
Definition 2.10. Let G1, G2 be systems of process equations with |G1| = {X1, . . . ,Xn} and |G2| =
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∂H1(∂H2(x)) = ∂H1∪H2(x) (DD)
τI1(τI2(x)) = τI1∪I2(x) (TT)

ρR1(ρR2(x)) = ρR1◦R2(x) (RR)
∂H(τI(x)) = τI(∂H\I(x)) (DT)
∂H(ρR(x)) = ρR(∂R−1(H)(x)) (DR)

τI(ρR(x)) = ρR(τR−1(I)(x)) (TR)

∂∅(x) = x (D0)
τ∅(x) = x (T0)

ρRActLab
(x) = x (R0)

ρR(∂H(x)) = ρRH
(∂H(x)) (RDO)

ρR(τI(x)) = ρRH
(τI(x)) (RTO)

where RS(a) for S ⊆ ActLab is defined to be equal to a if a ∈ S and to R(a) otherwise.

Table 8: Axioms for combinations of renaming operators.

{Y1, . . . ,Ym}. Let furthermore DATA be such that it contains DATA(G1, G2), i.e., DATA contains
all data sorts and associated proof rules of DATA(G1, G2).

We say that (X1(
−→
t1 ), G1) conditionally implies (Y1(

−→
t2 ), G2) (notation (X1(

−→
t1 ), G1)⇒c (Y1(

−→
t2 ), G2))

for some (possibly open) data term vectors
−→
t1 ,

−→
t2 over DATA if for j = 1, . . . ,m there is a set of

mappings gYj
: type(Yj) → Terms({X1, . . . ,Xn}) such that

{µCRL,BOOL,DATA} ∪ G1 � X1(
−→
t1 ) = gY1(

−→
t2 ) and

∀j ∈ 1 . . . m
(
{µCRL,BOOL,DATA} ∪ G1 �

gYj
(
−→
d′j ) = rhs(Yj) [∀k ∈ 1 . . . m Yk(t′) := gYk

(t′)]
)

If DATA identities are not used in these derivations we say that (X1(
−→
t1 ), G1) (unconditionally)

implies (Y1(
−→
t2 ), G2) (notation (X1(

−→
t1 ), G1) ⇒ (Y1(

−→
t2 ), G2)). In case (X(pars(X, G1)), G1) (condi-

tionally) implies (Y(pars(Y, G2)), G2) we say that (X, G1) (conditionally) implies (Y, G2) (notation
(X, G1) ⇒ (Y, G2) ((X, G1) ⇒c (Y, G2))).

The adjective “conditional” could be replaced by “data-dependent”, but we did not do this because
it is used similarly in the guardedness definition (See Section 2.4).

Definition 2.11. Process definition (X(
−→
t1 ), G1) is equivalent to process definition (Y(

−→
t2 ), G2) (no-

tation (X(
−→
t1 ), G1) = (Y(

−→
t2 ), G2)) if both (X(

−→
t1 ), G1) ⇒ (Y(

−→
t2 ), G2) and (Y(

−→
t2 ), G2) ⇒ (X(

−→
t1 ), G1).

Similarly, if (X(pars(X, G1)), G1) = (Y(pars(Y, G2)), G2) we say that (X, G1) is equivalent to (Y, G2).
The conditional equivalence (notation =c) is defined in the same way.

Finally, G1 = G2 if |G1| = |G2| and for all X ∈ |G1|, (X, G1) = (X, G2).

Note that on systems of process equations, the relations = and =c are equivalences, and the rela-
tions ⇒ and ⇒c are reflexive and transitive. The following simple examples demonstrate the use of
Definitions 2.11 and 2.10.

Example 2.12. Let G1 = {X = a · Y,Y = b · X} and G2 = {X = a · b · X}. We can show that
(X, G1) = (X, G2). The implication from left to right can be shown by choosing gX = X. The reverse
direction can be shown by choosing gX = X and gY = b · X.
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Example 2.13. Let G1 = {X(b:Bool) = a(b) · X(¬b)} and G2 = {Y(n:Nat) = a(even(n)) · Y(S(n))}.
We can show that (X(t), G1) ⇒c (Y(0), G2) by choosing gY(n) = X(even(n)). In this case we need
to show that X(t) = gY(0) (which follows from even(0) = t) and that X(even(n)) = a(even(n)) ·
X(even(S(n))). This latter identity follows from X(b) = a(b)·X(¬b) and the data identity even(S(n)) =
¬even(n). If we assume the existence of a function n : Bool → Nat , defined by n(t) = 0 and n(f) = 1,
we can prove that (X(b), G1) ⇒c (Y(n(b)), G2) using the same function gY(n) and the data identities
even(n(b)) = b and even(S(n(b))) = ¬b, both of which seem reasonable.

We do not have any of the reverse implications: consider the model with carrier set Nat , in which
a(b) is interpreted as 1, and sequential composition as +. Then Y(0) has many solutions, whereas
X(t) has none.

It can be shown that the basic Definition 2.10 characterizes preservation of solutions of a process
definition in every model of µCRL and data identities. For exact definitions and more details on this
subject we refer to [33].

The following lemma shows that by applying a µCRL axiom to the right hand side of an equation
we get an equivalent system.

Lemma 2.14 (Axioms). Let p1, p2 be process terms such that p1 = p2. Let G be a system of process
equations, and X be a process name in it such that p1 is a subterm of rhs(X, G). Let G′ consist of
equations in G, but in the equation defining X an occurrence of p1 is replaced by p2. Then G = G′.

The following lemma shows that by replacing a subterm of the right hand side of an equation by a
fresh process name, and adding the equation for it, we get an equivalent process definition for each
process name in the original system.

Lemma 2.15 (New equation). Let G be a system of process equations, and X be a process name in
it. Let p be a subterm of rhs(X, G) with free data variables d1:D1, . . . , dn:Dn =

−−→
d:D in it. Let Y be a

process name, Y /∈ |G|. Let G′ consist of equations in G, but in the equation defining X an occurrence
of p is replaced by Y(

−→
d ), and the equation Y(

−−→
d:D) = p is added to G. Then for any Z ∈ |G| we have

(Z, G) = (Z, G′).

Proof. To prove that (Z, G) ⇒ (Z, G′) we take gZ(pars(Z)) = Z(pars(Z)) for all Z ∈ |G|, and gY = p.
To prove the other direction we just take gZ(pars(Z)) = Z(pars(Z)) for all Z ∈ |G|.

The following lemma shows that under certain conditions we can substitute a process name by its
right hand side in a right hand side of an equation.

Lemma 2.16 (Substitution). Let G be a system of process equations, and X be a process name in
it. Let Y(

−→
t ) be a subterm of rhs(X, G) for some Y 
= X. Let G′ consist of equations in G, but in the

equation defining X an occurrence of Y(
−→
t ) is replaced by rhs(Y, G)[pars(Y, G) :=

−→
t ]. Then we have

that G = G′.

Proof. In both directions we take the mappings gX to be the identity mapping.

The following lemma says that we can add dummy data parameters to a process equation, or remove
such parameters.

Lemma 2.17 (Extra parameters). Let G be a system of process equations, and X be a process
name in it with parameters d1, . . . , dn. Suppose that di does not occur freely in rhs(X, G). Let G′ be as
G, but the process name X is replaced by X′ and pars(X′, G′) = d1, . . . , di−1, di+1, . . . , dn. Then for all
Y ∈ |G|∧Y 
= X we have (Y, G) = (Y, G′), and (X(d1, . . . , dn), G) = (X′(d1, . . . , di−1, di+1, . . . , dn), G′).

Proof. In both directions we take the mappings gY (for Y 
= X) to be the identity mappings. In one
direction gX′(d1, . . . , di−1, di+1, . . . , dn) = X(d1, . . . , dn) and gX(d1, . . . , dn) = X′(d1, . . . , di−1, di+1, . . . , dn).
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2.4 Guardedness

In this paper we use a slightly different notion of guardedness than the one in [19].

Definition 2.18. An occurrence of a process name X in a process term p is completely guarded if
there is a subterm p′ of p of the form q · p′′ containing this occurrence of X, where q is a process term
containing no process names.

A process term is called completely guarded if every occurrence of a process name in it is completely
guarded. Note that a term that contains no process names is completely guarded.

A system of process equations G is completely guarded if for any X ∈ |G|, rhs(X, G) is a completely
guarded term.

Definition 2.19. A process definition (X, G) is (unconditionally) guarded if there is a process defini-
tion (X′, G′) such that G′ is a completely guarded system of process equations, and (X, G) = (X′, G′).

Definition 2.20. Let G be a system of process equations. A Process Name Unguarded-Dependency
Graph (PNUDG) is an oriented graph with the set of nodes |G|, and edges defined as follows: X → Y
belongs to the graph if Y is not completely guarded in rhs(X, G).

Lemma 2.21. If the PNUDG of a finite system of process equations G is acyclic, then G is guarded.

Proof. Given a system G we replace each unguarded occurrence of a process name by its right hand
side. By Lemma 2.16 we get an equivalent system. Due to the fact that PNUDG is acyclic, we need
to perform the replacement only finitely many times, and after that we get a completely guarded
system.

The following example shows that the converse of Lemma 2.21 does not hold.

Example 2.22. System G consisting of one equation X = X � f � δ is guarded, but its PNUDG
contains the cycle X → X.

2.5 µCRL Specifications

For the purpose of this paper we restrict to the µCRL specifications that do not contain left merge (�)
and communication (|) explicitly. These operators were introduced to allow the finite axiomatization
of parallel composition (‖) in the bisimulation setting, and they are hardly used explicitly in µCRL
specifications.

We consider systems of process equations with the right hand sides from the following subset of
µCRL terms

p ::= a(
−→
t ) | δ | Y(

−→
t ) | p + p | p · p | p ‖ p |

∑
d:D

p | p � c � p | ∂H(p) | τI(p) | ρR(p) (2.1)

The combination of the given data specification with a process definition (X(
−→
t ), G) of process equa-

tions determines a µCRL specification in the sense as defined in [20]. Such a specification depends on
a finite subset act of ActLab and on comm, an enumeration of γ restricted to the labels in act. So
a finite system G implicitly describes a finitary based language.

For a consistent (meaningful) specification, i.e., a Statically Semantically Correct specification,
it is necessary that all objects are specified only once, that all typing is respected and that the
communications in comm are specified in a functional way. Furthermore, the eq functions for the
data sorts should have the following properties:

{DATA, eq(d, e) = t} � d = e and {DATA, d = e} � eq(d, e) = t

All data sorts that are introduced during the linearization must have eq functions satisfying these
properties.
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The problem of linearization of a µCRL specification defined by (X(
−→
t ), G) consists of generation

of a new µCRL specification which

• depends on the same act and comm,

• contains all data definitions of the original one, and, possibly, definitions of the auxiliary data
types,

• is defined by (Z(mX(
−→
t )), L), where L contains exactly one process equation for Z in linear form

(defined later), and mX is a mapping from pars(X, G) to pars(Z, L),

such that (X(
−→
t ), G) ⇒c (Z(mX(

−→
t )), L).

It is not possible to linearize a µCRL specification which in unguarded. In this paper we describe
the linearization procedure for specifications, where the system of the equations has acyclic PNUDG.
(Conditionally) guarded systems with cyclic PNUDG are not treated in the current paper. We note
that in some cases cycles can be removed, for example because they are not reachable, or using
properties of data types (cf. [24]). The elimination of cycles is not treated here.

3. Transformation to Parallel Extended Greibach Normal Form

As the input for the linearization procedure we take a µCRL process definition (X(
−→
t ), G) such that

PNUDG of G is acyclic. In this section we transform G into a system of process equations G4 in
Parallel Extended Greibach Normal Form. The resulting system will contain process equations for all
process names in |G| with the same names and types of data parameters involved, as well as, possibly,
other process equations.

3.1 Normal Forms

Below we define two normal forms for systems of process equations in µCRL: pre-Parallel Extended
Greibach Normal Form (pre-PEGNF) and Parallel Extended Greibach Normal Form. Later on, in
Section 4 we define an even more restricted form called post-Parallel Extended Greibach Normal Form
(post-PEGNF). A system is said to be in one of these forms if all of its equations are in the respective
form.

From this point on we assume that a(
−→
t ) with possible indices can also be an abbreviation for τ .

This is done to make the normal form representations more concise.

Definition 3.1. A µCRL process equation is in pre-PEGNF if it is of the form:

X(
−−→
d:D) =

∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

pi(
−−→
d, ei) � ci(

−−→
d, ei) � δ

where pi(
−−→
d, ei) are terms of the following syntax:

p ::= a(
−→
t ) | δ | Y(

−→
t ) | p · p | p ‖ p | ρR(τI(∂H(p ‖ p))) | ρR(τI(∂H(Y(

−→
t )))) (3.1)

A µCRL process equation is in PEGNF iff it is of the form:

X(
−−→
d:D) =

∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

ai(
−→
fi (

−−→
d, ei)) · pi(

−−→
d, ei) � ci(

−−→
d, ei) � δ

+
∑
j∈J

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

aj(
−→
fj (

−−→
d, ej)) � cj(

−−→
d, ej) � δ

where I and J are disjoint, and all pi(
−−→
d, ei) are terms having the syntax (3.1)
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Note (Sum Notation). Apart from functions
∑

d:D p that are included in the syntax of process terms,
we use the following abbreviations. Expression

∑
−−→
d:D

is an abbreviation for
∑

d1:D1 · · ·∑dn:Dn . In case
n = 0,

∑
−−→
d:D

p is an abbreviation for p. Expression
∑

i∈I pi, where I is a finite set, is an abbreviation
for pi1 + · · · + pin

such that {i1, . . . , in} = I. In case I = ∅, ∑
i∈I pi is an abbreviation for δ.

Note (Conditions). As follows from the above definition, any process equation in (pre-)(post-)PEGNF
must have a condition in each summand. However, this is not a necessary restriction. In case a
summand q does not have a condition, it is an abbreviation for q � t � δ.

We also mention here that pre-PEGNF could be achieved by an algorithm similar to the one pre-
sented in Proposition 7.2 of [13]. There it is proved that every system of equations can be transformed
to a quasi-uniform one by the introduction of new variables. In a quasi-uniform system each equation
has at most one function symbol (in our case one function symbol of sort Proc) in the right hand
side, which means that every such system is in pre-PEGNF. In our case such an algorithm would
generate many more additional equations than necessary, many of which would become unreachable
after performing the transformation in Subsection 3.5.

3.2 Preprocessing

We first transform G into G1. This can be seen as a preprocessing step that possibly renames
bound data variables. For instance

∑
d:D((

∑
d:E a(d)) · b(d)) is replaced by

∑
d:D((

∑
e:E a(e)) · b(d)),

where e is a fresh variable. We replace each equation X(
−−−−→
dX:DX) = pX in G1 with the equation

X(
−−−−→
dX:DX) = S0({−→dX}, pX), where S0 : DVar × Terms(|G1|) → Terms(|G1|) is defined in the following

way:

S0(S, f(p1, . . . , pn)) → f(S0(S, p1), . . . , S0(S, pn)) if f is not
∑
d:D

S0

(
S,

∑
d:D

p
)
→

{∑
d:D S0(S ∪ {d}, p) if d /∈ S∑
e:D S0(S ∪ {e}, p[d := e]) if d ∈ S

where e is a fresh variable.

Proposition 3.2. Let G1 be the result of applying the preprocessing to G. Then G1 = G.

Proof. The statement follows from Lemma 2.14 if we apply axiom (SUM2).

As can easily be seen, the preprocessing step does not increase the size or the number of equations
in the system.

3.3 Reduction by Simple Rewriting

By applying term rewriting we get an equivalent set of process equations to the given one, but with
terms in right hand sides having the more restricted form as presented in Table 9.

The rewrite rules that we apply to the right hand sides of the equations are listed in Tables 10 and 11.
The symbols

∑
d:D are treated in this rewrite system as function symbols, not as binders. This is

justified by the fact that we have renamed all nested bound variables, which allows the use of first order
term rewriting. The mapping induced by the rewrite rules for a given system of process equations G
is called rewr : Terms(|G|) → Terms(|G|).

Before applying rewriting we eliminate all terms of the form � � with the third argument
different from δ, with the following rule:

y 
≡ δ =⇒ x � c � y → x � c � δ + y � ¬c � δ (RCOND3)

Rewriting is performed modulo the identities presented in Table 12
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p ::= p1 | δ

p1 ::= a(
−→
t ) | Y(

−→
t ) | p1 + p1 | p2 · p | p1 ‖ p1 |

∑
d:D

p3 | p4 � c � δ | ∂H(p5) | τI(p6)
| ρR(p7)

p2 ::= a(
−→
t ) | Y(

−→
t ) | p1 + p1 | p2 · p | p1 ‖ p1 | ∂H(p5) | τI(p6) | ρR(p7)

p3 ::= a(
−→
t ) | Y(

−→
t ) | p2 · p | p1 ‖ p1 |

∑
d:D

p3 | p4 � c � δ | ∂H(p5) | τI(p6) | ρR(p7)

p4 ::= a(
−→
t ) | Y(

−→
t ) | p2 · p | p1 ‖ p1 | ∂H(p5) | τI(p6) | ρR(p7)

p5 ::= Y(
−→
t ) | p1 ‖ p1

p6 ::= p5 | ∂H(p5)
p7 ::= p6 | τI(p6)

Table 9: Syntax of terms after simple rewriting.

x + δ → x (RA6)
x ‖ δ → x · δ (SC6)
δ · x → δ (RA7)(∑

d:D

x
)
· y →

∑
d:D

(x · y) (RSUM5)

(x � c � δ) · y → (x · y) � c � δ (RCOND6)∑
d:D

δ → δ (RSUM1′)

∑
d:D

(x + y) →
∑
d:D

x +
∑
d:D

y (RSUM4)

δ � c � δ → δ (RCOND0′)
(x + y) � c � δ → x � c � δ + y � c � δ (RCOND7)(∑
d:D

x
)

� c � δ →
∑
d:D

x � c � δ (RSUM12)

(x � c1 � δ) � c2 � δ → x � c1 ∧ c2 � δ (RCOND4)

Table 10: Rewrite rules defining rewr (Part 1).

The optimization rules presented in Table 13 are not needed to get the desired restricted syntactic
form, but can be used to simplify the terms. They could be applied with higher priority than the
rules in Tables 10 and 11 to achieve possible reductions. Note that the rule (RSCA′) could lead to
optimizations only in cases where x is completely guarded, and y or z are not.

Proposition 3.3. The commutative/associative term rewriting system of Tables 10 and 11 is strongly
terminating.

Proof. Termination can be proved using the AC-RPO technique [34] for following order on the oper-
ations:

∂H > τI > ρR > ‖ > · > � c � δ >
∑

> + > a(
−→
t ) > δ
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∂H(a(
−→
t )) → δ if a ∈ H (RD2)

∂H(a(
−→
t )) → a(

−→
t ) if a /∈ H (RD1)

∂H(τ) → τ (RD1′)
∂H(δ) → δ (RD2′)

∂H(x + y) → ∂H(x) + ∂H(y) (RD3)
∂H(x · y) → ∂H(x) · ∂H(y) (RD4)

∂H

(∑
d:D

x
)
→

∑
d:D

∂H(x) (RSUM8)

∂H(x � c � δ) → ∂H(x) � c � δ (RD5)
∂H1(∂H2(x)) → ∂H1∪H2(x) (RDD)

∂H(τI(x)) → τI(∂H\I(x)) (RDT)
∂H(ρR(x)) → ρR(∂R−1(H)(x)) (RDR)

τI(a(
−→
t )) → τ if a ∈ I (RT2)

τI(a(
−→
t )) → a(

−→
t ) if a /∈ I (RT1)

τI(τ) → τ (RT2′)
τI(δ) → δ (RT1′)

τI(x + y) → τI(x) + τI(y) (RT3)
τI(x · y) → τI(x) · τI(y) (RT4)

τI

(∑
d:D

x
)
→

∑
d:D

τI(x) (RSUM9)

τI(x � c � δ) → τI(x) � c � δ (RT5)
τI1(τI2(x)) → τI1∪I2(x) (RTT)
τI(ρR(x)) → ρR(τR−1(I)(x)) (RTR)

ρR(a(
−→
t )) → R(a)(

−→
t ) (RR1)

ρR(τ) → τ (RRT)
ρR(δ) → δ (RRD)

ρR(x + y) → ρR(x) + ρR(y) (RR3)
ρR(x · y) → ρR(x) · ρR(y) (RR4)

ρR

(∑
d:D

x
)
→

∑
d:D

ρR(x) (RSUM10)

ρR(x � c � δ) → ρR(x) � c � δ (RR5)
ρR1(ρR2(x)) → ρR1◦R2(x) (RRR)

Table 11: Rewrite rules defining rewr (Part 2).

Lemma 3.4. For any process term p not containing p1 � c � p2, where p2 
≡ δ, we have that rewr(p)
has the syntax defined in Table 9.

Proof. Let q = rewr(p). It can be seen from the rewrite rules that they preserve the syntax (2.1).
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x + y = y + x

x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z

(x · y) · z = x · (y · z)
x ‖ y = y ‖ x

x ‖ (y ‖ z) = (x ‖ y) ‖ z

Table 12: The rewriting is performed modulo these identities.

x + x → x (RA3)
x � c � x → x (RCOND0)
x � t � y → x (RCOND1)
x � f � y → y (RCOND2)

x � c1 � δ + x � c2 � δ → x � c1 ∨ c2 � δ (RCOND5)
(x1 � c � x2) · (y1 � c � y2) → x1 · y1 � c � x2 · y2 (RSCA)

x · (y � c � z) → x · y � c � x · z (RSCA′)
τI(∂H(x)) → τI\H(∂H(x)) (RTD)

ρR(τI(∂H(x))) → ρRI∪H
(τI(∂H(x))) (RRTD)

ρR(τI(x)) → ρRI
(τI(x)) (RRT′)

ρR(∂H(x)) → ρRH
(∂H(x)) (RRD′)

∂∅(x) → x (RD0)
τ∅(x) → x (RT0)

ρRActLab
(x) → x (RR0)

where RS(a) for S ⊆ ActLab is defined to be equal to a if a ∈ S and to R(a) otherwise.

Table 13: Optimization rules.

Suppose q does not satisfy the syntax defined in Table 9. All of the possibilities for q that exist imply
that q is reducible. We give some of the possibilities below; for the rest the appropriate rules can be
easily found in Table 11.

• q = δ + p1. Can be reduced by (RA6).

• q = δ ‖ p1. Can be reduced by (SC6).

• q = δ · p1. Can be reduced by (RA7).

• q = (
∑

d:D p1) · p2. Can be reduced by (RSUM5).

• q = (p1 � c � δ) · p2. Can be reduced by (RCOND6).

• q =
∑

d:D δ. Can be reduced by (RSUM1′).

• q =
∑

d:D(p1 + p2). Can be reduced by (RSUM4).

• q = δ � c � δ. Can be reduced by (RCOND0′).
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• q = (p1 + p2) � c � δ. Can be reduced by (RCOND7).

• q = (
∑

d:D p1) � c � δ. Can be reduced by (RSUM12).

• q = (p1 � c1 � δ) � c2 � δ. Can be reduced by (RCOND4).

Proposition 3.5. Let G2 be the result of applying the rewriting to G1. Then G2 = G1.

Proof. Taking into account that G1 does not contain nested occurrences of bound variables, each
rewrite rule is a consequence of the axioms of µCRL. By Lemma 2.14 we get G2 = G1.

As a result of applying simple rewriting the number of equations obviously remains the same. The
right hand sides of the equations may grow in a linear fashion with respect to the number of operation
symbols of sort Proc occurrences. This is because a number of rules copy operation symbols when
distributing over + or · (for example the rule (RSUM4) copies the summation symbol). It can be
checked that the total number of +,· and ‖ occurrences does not increase during the rewriting (except
for certain optimization rules). Therefore the number of such copyings is linear in the term size. The
number of occurrences of action labels and process names does not increase during the rewriting.

3.4 Adding New Process Equations

In this step we reduce the complexity of terms in the right hand sides of the G2 equations even further
by the introduction of new process equations. In some cases we take a subterm of a right hand side
and substitute it by a fresh process name parameterized by (at least) all free variables that appear in
that subterm. As the result we get a system of process equations G3 with equations in pre-PEGNF.
Such a transformation can be performed for all equations X(

−−−−→
dX:DX) = pX by replacing them with

X(
−−−−→
dX:DX) = S1(

−−−−→
dX:DX, pX).

The transformations S1 and S2 are defined in the Table 14, where fresh var represents a fresh
process name, and add represents addition of the equation to the resulting system. Formally, S1 and
S2 induce operations Ŝ1 and Ŝ2 that operate on sets of equations and are defined in the expected way
(those operations actually transform the system of recursive equations).

The transformation S1 distributes over all operations that preserve the form of right hand side of
equations in pre-PEGNF. These are all operations except for parallel and sequential compositions,
hiding, renaming and encapsulation, for which we apply the transformation S2. The transformation
S2 distributes over all operations that preserve the syntax (3.1). These are all operations except for
alternative composition, sums and conditions, for which we introduce new equations, as preserving
them would break pre-PEGNF. In the following we provide a simple example of the transformation.

Example 3.6. Let G = {X(d:D) = a(d) · (b(d) + X(f(d)))} be a given system of process equations.
After applying the transformation S1 we get the system G′ = {X(d:D) = a(d) · Y(d),Y(d:D) =
b(d) + X(f(d))} which is in pre-PEGNF.

Proposition 3.7. The functions S1 and S2 are well-defined.

Proof. Using the order on the operations S1 > +, S1 >
∑

, S2 > ·, S2 > ‖, S2 > ρR, S2 > τI , S2 > ∂H

it can be shown that infinite recursion is not possible for any admissible arguments given.

Lemma 3.8. All process equations in G3 are in pre-PEGNF.

Proof. It is easy to see that S2 produces terms that satisfy the syntax (3.1) from Definition 3.1.
The transformation S1 can add only +,

∑
or �� operations to them at the correct places, with

regard to the syntax (3.1). The only interesting transformation to consider is S1

(
S,

∑
d:D p

)
→
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S1(S, a(
−→
t )) → a(

−→
t )

S1(S, δ) → δ

S1(S,X(
−→
t )) → X(

−→
t )

S1(S, p1 · p2) → S2(S, p1 · p2)
S1(S, p1 ‖ p2) → S2(S, p1 ‖ p2)
S1(S, p1 + p2) → S1(S, p1) + S1(S, p2)

S1(S, p � c � δ) → S2(S, p) � c � δ

S1

(
S,

∑
d:D

p
)
→

∑
d:D

S1(S & d:D, p)

S1(S, ∂H(p)) → S2(S, ∂H(p))
S1(S, τI(p)) → S2(S, τI(p))
S1(S, ρR(p)) → S2(S, ρR(p))

S2(S, a(
−→
t )) → a(

−→
t )

S2(S, δ) → δ

S2(S,X(
−→
t )) → X(

−→
t )

S2(S, p1 · p2) → S2(S, p1) · S2(S, p2)
S2(S, p1 ‖ p2) → S2(S, p1) ‖ S2(S, p2)
S2(S, p1 + p2) → (Y := fresh var)(S);

add
(
Y(S) = S1(S, p1 + p2)

)
S2(S, p � c � δ) → (Y := fresh var)(S);

add
(
Y(S) = S1(S, p � c � δ)

)
S2

(
S,

∑
d:D

p
)
→ (Y := fresh var)(S);

add
(

Y(S) = S1

(
S,

∑
d:D p

))
S2(S, ∂H(p)) → ∂H(S2(S, p))
S2(S, τI(p)) → τI(S2(S, p))
S2(S, ρR(p)) → ρR(S2(S, p))

Table 14: Transformations S1 and S2.

∑
d:D S1(S & d:D, p), as we need to show that p is not of the form p1 + p2. This follows from the fact

that p satisfies the syntax defined in Table 9.

Proposition 3.9. For any process name X in G2 we have (X, G3) = (X, G2).

Proof. The statement follows from Lemma 2.15.

The transformation described in this subsection does not increase the size of terms. The number of
process equations may increase linearly in the size of terms in the original system.

3.5 Guarding

Next we transform the equations of G3 to PEGNF. To this end, we use the function guard : DVar ×
Terms(|G|) → Terms(|G|), which replaces unguarded occurrences of process names with the right
hand sides of their defining equations. It is defined as follows:

guard
(
S,

∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

pi � ci � δ
)

= rewr
(∑

i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

guard(S ∪ {−→ei }, pi) � ci � δ
)

guard(S, a(
−→
t )) = a(

−→
t )

guard(S, δ) = δ

guard(S,Y(
−→
t )) = guard

(
S, S0

(
S \ {pars(Y)}, rhs(Y)

)[
pars(Y) :=

−→
t

])
guard(S, p1 · p2) = rewr

(
simpl

(
guard(S, p1) · p2

))
guard(S, ρR ◦ τI ◦ ∂H(p)) = rewr

(
ρR ◦ τI ◦ ∂H(guard(S, p))

)
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guard
(
S, p1 ‖ p2

)
= rewr

(
simpl

(
guard(S, p1) � p2

)
+ simpl

(
guard(S, p2) � p1

)
+ simpl

(
guard(S, p1) | guard(S, p2)

))
Here we use the function rewr from Subsection 3.3 and the function S0 from Subsection 3.2. The
function guard keeps track of the free variables that can occur in a term that is being guarded. In case
we do the replacement of a process name by the right hand side of its defining equation (fourth clause),
we first rename its bound variables so that they do not become bound twice, then we substitute the
values of the parameters, and then apply guard to the resulting term. The function simpl is defined
as follows:

simpl

(( ∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

ai(
−→
ti ) · pi � ci � δ +

∑
j∈J

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

aj(
−→
tj ) � cj � δ

)
· p

)

=
∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

ai(
−→
ti ) · (pi · p

)
� ci � δ +

∑
j∈J

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

aj(
−→
tj ) · p � cj � δ

simpl

(( ∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

ai(
−→
ti ) · pi � ci � δ +

∑
j∈J

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

aj(
−→
tj ) � cj � δ

)
� p

)

=
∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

ai(
−→
ti ) · (pi ‖ p

)
� ci � δ +

∑
j∈J

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

aj(
−→
tj ) · p � cj � δ

simpl

(( ∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

ai(
−→
fi (

−−→
d, ei)) · pi(

−−→
d, ei) � ci(

−−→
d, ei) � δ

+
∑
j∈J

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

aj(
−→
fj (

−−→
d, ej)) � cj(

−−→
d, ej) � δ

)

|
( ∑

i∈I′

∑
−−−→
e′

i:E
′
i

a′i(
−→
f ′

i (
−−→
d′, e′i)) · p′i(

−−→
d′, e′i) � c′i(

−−→
d′, e′i) � δ

+
∑
j∈J′

∑
−−−→
e′

j :E
′
j

a′j(
−→
f ′

j (
−−−→
d′, e′j)) � c′j(

−−−→
d′, e′j) � δ

))

=
∑

(k,l)∈IγI′

∑
−−−−−−−−→
ek:Ek,e′

l:E
′
l

γ(ak, a′l)(
−→
fk(

−−→
d, ek)) · (pk(

−−→
d, ek) ‖ pl(

−−→
d′, e′l)

)
�
−→
fk(

−−→
d, ek) =

−→
f ′

l (
−−→
d′, e′l) ∧ ck(

−−→
d, ek) ∧ c′l(

−−→
d′, e′l) � δ

+
∑

(k,l)∈IγJ ′

∑
−−−−−−−−→
ek:Ek,e′

l:E
′
l

γ(ak, a′l)(
−→
fk(

−−→
d, ek)) · pk(

−−→
d, ek)

�
−→
fk(

−−→
d, ek) =

−→
f ′

l (
−−→
d′, e′l) ∧ ck(

−−→
d, ek) ∧ c′l(

−−→
d′, e′l) � δ

+
∑

(k,l)∈JγI′

∑
−−−−−−−−→
ek:Ek,e′

l:E
′
l

γ(ak, a′l)(
−→
fk(

−−→
d, ek)) · pl(

−−→
d′, e′l)

�
−→
fk(

−−→
d, ek) =

−→
f ′

l (
−−→
d′, e′l) ∧ ck(

−−→
d, ek) ∧ c′l(

−−→
d′, e′l) � δ

+
∑

(k,l)∈JγJ′

∑
−−−−−−−−→
ek:Ek,e′

l:E
′
l

γ(ak, a′l)(
−→
fk(

−−→
d, ek))

�
−→
fk(

−−→
d, ek) =

−→
f ′

l (
−−→
d′, e′l) ∧ ck(

−−→
d, ek) ∧ c′l(

−−→
d′, e′l) � δ

where PγQ = {(p, q) ∈ P × Q | γ(ap, a
′
q) is defined}. The function simpl shows that for any term

p1 and p2 in the form of a right hand side of an equation in PEGNF, and for any term p having
syntax (3.1) we can transform p1 · p, p1 � p and p1 | p2 to the form of a right hand side of an equation
in PEGNF by applying the axioms of µCRL.
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Proposition 3.10. For any finite system G3 in pre-PEGNF with acyclic PNUDG, and any process
name X in it, the function guard is well-defined on rhs(X, G3).

Proof. Let n be the number of equations in G3. The only clause that makes the argument of guard
larger is the third one. Due to the fact that PNUDG is acyclic, this rule cannot be applied more than
n times deep (otherwise for some process name Z we would have a cycle).

We define the system G4 in the following way. For each equation

X(
−−→
d:D) =

∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

pi(
−−→
d, ei) � ci(

−−→
d, ei) � δ

in G3 we add

X(
−−→
d:D) = guard

(
{−→d },

∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

pi(
−−→
d, ei) � ci(

−−→
d, ei) � δ

)
to G4.

Lemma 3.11. The equations in G4 are in PEGNF.

Proof. Due to Proposition 3.10 we can apply induction on the definition of guard . The second and
third clause of the guard definition are the induction base and they are trivially in PEGNF. The fourth
clause is also trivial. In the first clause the only rules in Tables 10 and 11 that can be applied are
(RCOND7), (RSUM12), (RCOND4) and (RSUM4), which bring the right hand side to the desired
form. (In case the inner guard returns δ, the rewrite rules that can be applied are (RCOND0′),
(RSUM1′) and (RA6).)

For the sixth clause rewr can be applied with all the rules for renaming, hiding and encapsulation,
which preserve PEGNF. For the fifth and seventh clauses we use the fact that simpl produces terms
in PEGNF.

Proposition 3.12. Let G3 and G4 be defined as above. Then G3 = G4.

Proof. It was already noted before that the transformations performed by rewr and S0 are derivable
from the axioms of µCRL. It is easy to see that the transformations performed by simpl are derivable
from the axioms as well. According to Lemma 2.16 and Lemma 2.14 all transformations performed
by guard lead to equivalent systems. We note that care has been taken to rename some data variables
during the substitution (in the third clause of guard definition) in order to make the substitution and
the following applications of the axioms sound.

The transformation performed in this step does not increase the number of equations, but their
sizes may grow exponentially, due to application of (A4). An example of such an exponential growth
can be found in [21]. We also note that similar growth is possible due to application of axioms (CM4)
for the left merge, and (CM8) and (CM9) for communication.

Summarizing, the initial and the current µCRL specification are related by (X, G) = (X, G4), and
we have not added any extra data type definitions to the current specification up till now.

4. From PEGNF to One Equation

In this section we transform the system of process equations G4 in PEGNF (cf. Definition 3.1) into
G7 which consists of a single process equation in post-PEGNF with a specially constructed parameter
list.
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4.1 Transformation to post-PEGNF

First, we transform all equations of G4 into post-PEGNF.

Definition 4.1. A µCRL process equation is in post-PEGNF iff it is of the form:

X(
−−→
d:D) =

∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

ai(
−→
fi (

−−→
d, ei)) · pi(

−−→
d, ei) � ci(

−−→
d, ei) � δ

+
∑
j∈J

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

aj(
−→
fj (

−−→
d, ej)) � cj(

−−→
d, ej) � δ

where I and J are disjoint, and all pi(
−−→
d, ei) are terms of the following syntax:

p ::= Y(
−→
t ) | p · p | p ‖ p | ρR(τI(∂H(p ‖ p))) | ρR(τI(∂H(Y(

−→
t )))) (4.1)

In order to do this we need to eliminate all actions and δ that appear in terms pi in PEGNF. This
is achieved by introducing a new process name Xa for each action a that occurs inside the process
terms pi, with parameters corresponding to those of the action (and a new process name Xδ for δ).
Thus we add equations Xa(

−−−→
da:Da) = a(

−→
da) and Xδ = δ to the system, and replace the occurrences of

actions a(
−→
t ) by Xa(

−→
t ), and δ by Xδ.

Proposition 4.2. Let the system G5 of process equations be obtained after postprocessing the system
G4 as described above. Then for all X ∈ |G4| we have (X, G5) = (X, G4) and G5 is in post-PEGNF.

Proof. According to Lemma 2.15 this transformation is correct and leads to a system that obviously
is in PEGNF.

As a possible optimization during this postprocessing step, the following slightly different strategy
can be applied. If we encounter a subterm a · Y in pi, we replace it by a new process name (with
parameters for both a and Y), and add the equation for it to the system. This optimization goes
along the lines of a regular linearization procedure (see the Conclusions), which is a more general case
of such an optimization.

It is also possible to eliminate renaming, hiding and encapsulation operations that do not have
parallel composition in their arguments by introducing more terms of the form ρR(τI(∂H(p1 ‖ p2))),
thus removing ρR(τI(∂H(Y(

−→
t )))) from the grammar (4.1). This can be done by introducing a fresh

process name Z for every different ρR(τI(∂H(Y(
−→
t )))) together with the defining equation Z(

−−−−→
dY:DY) =

ρR(τI(∂H(Y(
−→
t )))). By taking the rhs(Y) and applying the rewrite rules for the renaming operators

we either get rid of the construct, or get a new instance of it, possibly with different R, I, and/or H.
Given the fact that the set of actions is finite, the number of different R, I, and H is also finite, and
therefore we cannot introduce an infinite number of fresh process names in this way.

An interesting question is whether we can eliminate ρR(τI(∂H(p1‖p2))) by introducing more process
equations and renamings of the form ρR(τI(∂H(Y(

−→
t )))). An interesting example would be X =

a · ∂{b}(X ‖ ∂{b}(X ‖ X)) with γ(a, a) = a.
It remains an interesting question whether all renaming operations can be eliminated without the

use of infinite data types. We conjecture that it is not possible. The partial elimination of renaming
operators do not lead to simplifications of the data type that we need to encode. Total elimination of
renaming operations would provide such a simplification.

4.2 Formal Parameters Harmonization

In this subsection we make the formal parameters of all µCRL process names in G5 uniform, in order
to compress all equations in one. This harmonization is defined by the following steps.
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1. We rename the data variables with the same names but with different types in different processes.
This can easily be done (see Section 3.2).

2. We create the common list of data parameters
−−→
d:D by taking the set of all data parameters in

all equations, and giving some order to it.

3. For each process name X in G we define a mapping MX from its parameter list
−→
DX to the common

parameter list
−→
D . This mapping is such that each newly created parameter is a constant. (Recall

that a correct µCRL specification contains constants for each declared data sort.)

4. Then we replace all left hand sides of process equations X(
−−−−→
dX:DX) by X(

−−→
d:D), and all process

terms of the form Y(
−→
t ) in right hand sides of process equations by Y(MY(

−→
t )).

Proposition 4.3. Let the system G6 of process equations be obtained after harmonization of the
system G5 as described above. Then for all X ∈ |G5| we have (X(MX(

−→
dX)), G6) = (X(

−→
dX), G5).

Proof. By Lemma 2.17 it follows that this transformation yields an equivalent system of equations.

We remark that a more optimal strategy in terms of the number of data parameters, than ‘global
harmonization’, is to merge as many parameters as possible. This can be achieved by renaming
parameters of some processes so that they match the parameters of other processes, and therefore are
not introduced in the general parameter list. In this case the number of parameters of some type s in
the general list will be the maximal number of parameters of this type in an equation. A drawback of
this optimization is the fact that we may lose parameter name information for some process names.

4.3 Making One Process Equation

In this subsection we combine n µCRL process equations from G6 with the same formal parameters
into one equation. This is done by adding a data parameter s:StateN that represents the process
names from |G6| to the parameters; adding a condition to each summand of each equation which
checks that the value of data parameter s is the appropriate one; and combining all right hand sides
into one alternative composition. The data type StateN is an enumerated data type with equality
predicate. Natural numbers could be used for StateN . A finite data type is sufficient though.

More precisely, let G6 be a system of n µCRL process equations in (post-)PEGNF with the same
formal parameters.

X1(
−−→
d:D) =

∑
i∈I1

∑
−−−→
ei:E

1
i

a1
i (
−→
f1

i (
−−→
d, ei)) · p1

i (
−−→
d, ei) � c1

i (
−−→
d, ei) � δ

+
∑
j∈J1

∑
−−−→
ej :E

1
j

a1
j (
−→
f1

j (
−−→
d, ej)) � c1

j (
−−→
d, ej) � δ

...

Xn(
−−→
d:D) =

∑
i∈In

∑
−−−→
ei:E

n
i

an
i (
−→
fn

i (
−−→
d, ei)) · pn

i (
−−→
d, ei) � cn

i (
−−→
d, ei) � δ

+
∑
j∈Jn

∑
−−−→
ej :E

n
j

an
j (
−→
fn

j (
−−→
d, ej)) � cn

j (
−−→
d, ej) � δ
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We define the system G7 as a single (post-)PEGNF process equation in the following way:

X(s:StateN ,
−−→
d:D)

=
∑
i∈I1

∑
−−−→
ei:E

1
i

a1
i (
−→
f1

i (
−−→
d, ei)) · S(p1

i (
−−→
d, ei)) � c1

i (
−−→
d, ei) ∧ s = 1 � δ

+
∑
j∈J1

∑
−−−→
ej :E

1
j

a1
j (
−→
f1

j (
−−→
d, ej)) � c1

j (
−−→
d, ej) ∧ s = 1 � δ

...
+

∑
i∈In

∑
−−−→
ei:E

n
i

an
i (
−→
fn

i (
−−→
d, ei)) · S(pn

i (
−−→
d, ei)) � cn

i (
−−→
d, ei) ∧ s = n � δ

+
∑
j∈Jn

∑
−−−→
ej :E

n
j

an
j (
−→
fn

j (
−−→
d, ej)) � cn

j (
−−→
d, ej) ∧ s = n � δ

where S(Xs(
−→
t )) = X(s,

−→
t ) and distributes over ·, ‖, ρR, τI and ∂H .

Proposition 4.4. Let G6 and G7 be as defined above, and let StateN enumerate 1, . . . , n. Then for
any s:StateN , data term vector

−→
t , and any Xs ∈ |G′| we have (X(s,

−→
t ), G7) =c (Xs(

−→
t ), G6).

Proof. The equivalence is easy to derive with the following functions: gXi(
−→
t ) = X(i,

−→
t ) for each

i:StateN , and gX(s,
−→
t ) = Xs(

−→
t ). Note that identities of sort StateN are used in the derivations.

Summarizing, for any Xs from the initial µCRL specification we have

(Xs(
−→
t ), G) =c (X(s,MXs(

−→
t )), G7)

and the current specification additionally contains definitions of the StateN data type.

5. Introduction of Lists-of-Multisets

The final step in the linearization of µCRL processes consists of the introduction of a data parameter,
that allows to model sequential and parallel compositions of process names with parameters, as a single
process term. The data parameter should also encode renaming, hiding and encapsulation operations.
In the case that no such sequential or parallel composition occurs in the equation, we do not apply
this step. The renaming, hiding and encapsulation operations can, in this case, be eliminated using
the transformation described in Section 4.1. We note that if no parallel composition operations were
present, we could also eliminate the renaming, hiding and encapsulation operations and arrive at the
pCRL case (see [21]). In this case the stack data type would be sufficient.

Definition 5.1. A process equation is called a Linear Process Equation (LPE) if it is of the form

X(
−−→
d:D) =

∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

ai(
−→
fi (

−−→
d, ei)) · X(−→gi (

−−→
d, ei)) � ci(

−−→
d, ei) � δ

+
∑
j∈J

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

aj(
−→
fj (

−−→
d, ej)) � cj(

−−→
d, ej) � δ

where I and J are disjoint sets of indices.

For the particular transformation described here, it is necessary that the process equation to be
transformed has data parameters. This need not be the case after application of all preceding trans-
formation steps. For instance the equation X = a · X · . . . · X + b does not have a data parameter. In
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this case we add a dummy data parameter (over a singleton data type, cf. Lemma 2.17) to apply the
following transformation.

In the case of pCRL processes the data type needed was a stack (see Subsection 4.3 [21]). The case
of µCRL is complicated in the following ways.

• Parallel composition is present in addition to sequential composition.

• Instead of a single process that was ready to be executed in the sequential case, we can have
many parallel components represented by their state vectors, and the number of components
can change during process execution.

• The components may communicate; thus simultaneous execution of two (handshaking) or more
(multi-party communication) components is possible.

• The renaming, hiding and encapsulation operations can influence the way in which a component
(or more than one of them) can be executed.

As a first step we consider the case with handshaking and no renaming, hiding and encapsulation
operations; after that we add these operations, and finally outline the multi-party communication case.
This is done in order to divide the explanation of the data type into smaller and more understandable
parts. In addition to that, for each particular specification the appropriate data type can be used,
depending on presence of the renaming operations and the type of communication used.

5.1 Parallel and Sequential Compositions with Handshaking

Assuming that no renaming operators are present, let G7 contain a single µCRL process equation in
post-PEGNF:

X(
−−→
d:D) =

∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

ai(
−→
fi (

−−→
d, ei)) · pi(

−−→
d, ei) � ci(

−−→
d, ei) � δ

+
∑
j∈J

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

aj(
−→
fj (

−−→
d, ej)) � cj(

−−→
d, ej) � δ

(5.1)

where pi(
−−→
d, ei) are terms of the following syntax:

p ::= X(
−→
t ) | p · p | p ‖ p (5.2)

The form above differs from the LPE in having the sequential and parallel compositions of recursive
calls instead of a single recursive call. We define the data type State (Appendix C.1) to represent the
state vector

−−→
d:D. It is a simple tuple data type, that has a constructor state :

−→
D → State, projection

functions pri : State → Di, equality predicate, if-then-else construction, and a greater-than predicate
gt .1

The data type LM is used to represent a list containing state vectors
−→
d and/or multisets of elements

of type LM . For the latter multisets we use the data type ML (see Appendix C.2 for the implemen-
tation details). The main idea is to represent a number of associative sequential compositions as a
list, and a number of associative parallel compositions as a multiset. These lists and multisets can
be nested up to arbitrary depth, as the terms can contain arbitrarily nested parallel and sequential
compositions. A single state vector is represented as the list containing it. Thus the sort LM has
three constructors:

1In the text, often we do not distinguish between
−→
D and State, and do not use state and pri , but use vector notation

instead.
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• LM0 :→ LM , representing the empty list,

• seq1 : State × LM → LM , with seq1 (d, lm) representing the list with the state vector d added
as the head of lm,

• seqM : ML × LM → LM , with seqM (ml , lm) representing the list with the multiset ml added
as the head of lm,

and the sort ML has two constructors:

• ML : LM → ML, representing the multiset containing one list lm,

• par : LM ×ML → ML, with par(lm,ml) representing the multiset with the list lm added to ml .

We note however, that with these constructors we can have different terms representing the same
semantical value. For instance the following equivalent terms can be identified using the definitions
in Appendix C.2:

• seqM (ML(LM0 ), lm) = lm,

• seqM (ML(seq1 (d, lm1 )), lm) = seq1 (d, conc(lm1 , lm)),

• seqM (ML(seqM (ml , lm1 )), lm) = seqM (ml , conc(lm1 , lm)),

• ML(seqM (ml ,LM0 )) = ml ,

• par(LM0 ,ml) = ml ,

• par(lm,ML(lm1 )) = par(lm1 ,ML(lm)),

• par(seqM (ml ,LM0 ),ml1 ) = comp(ml ,ml1 ),

where the functions conc and comp are explained below. The first three identities are due to the
fact that a multiset at the left hand side of a sequential composition is only needed if it contains at
least two elements. The fourth identity says that putting a multiset into a list and then putting this
list into a multiset does not change anything. The sixth identity is due to commutativity of parallel
composition. The fifth and the last one say that a list at the left hand side of a parallel composition
is only needed if it contains at least two elements.

There are more such identities, and we want to operate with the right hand sides of these identities
only. We define the normal forms for lists and multisets in the following way. A term of sort LM is
in normal form if it is in one of the following three forms:

• LM0 ,

• seq1 (d, lm),

• seqM (ml , lm),

where

• d is a term of sort State,

• lm is a term of sort LM in normal form,

• ml is a term of sort ML in normal form having par as its outermost symbol.

A term of sort ML is in normal form if it is in one of the following two forms:

• ML(lm),
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• par(lm1, . . . par(lmn,ML(lmn+1)) . . . ),

where for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1}:
• lm, lmi are terms of sort LM in normal form, and not of the form seqM (ml ,LM0 ),

• lmi 
= LM0 ,

• ¬gt(lmi, lmi+1).

The gt function (greater than) is defined on LM and ML using the function gt on the sort State.
Preservation of normal forms is achieved by defining auxiliary functions that guarantee the gener-

ation of normal forms only, if the arguments are in normal forms:

• conc : LM × LM → LM ,

• conp : ML × LM → LM ,

• mkml : LM → ML,

• comp : ML × ML → ML.

The first one is used to concatenate two lists. The second – to prepend a multiset to a list. The third –
to make a multiset out of a list, and the last one – to concatenate two multisets. The implementation
of these functions can be found in Appendix C.2. It can be shown by induction that if the arguments
of the auxiliary functions are in normal form, then the result also rewrites to a term in normal form.
In addition, this property can be shown for all functions in C that generate terms of sort LM or ML.

Preservation of normal forms gives us a simple way to define equality on the LM and ML data
types. We can also check that the following properties are preserved for any lm and ml in normal
form:

• mkml(conp(ml ,LM0 )) = ml ,

• conp(mkml(lm),LM0 ) = lm.

We use the functions seqc and parc to represent sequential and parallel compositions on the sort
LM , respectively. The following properties of these functions can be checked, under the assumption
that all arguments are in normal form: associativity of seqc, associativity and commutativity of parc,
LM0 is zero element for both functions.

For each term pi from equation (5.1) we construct the term mklmi[pi] : State ×−→
Ei → LM , which

gives us a way to represent the terms pi as the terms of sort LM , in the following way:

mklmi[X(
−→
t )](

−−−→
td, tei

) = seq1 (
−→
t [
−−→
d, ei :=

−−−→
td, tei

],LM0 )

mklmi[p1 · p2](
−−−→
td, tei

) = seqc(mklmi[p1](
−−−→
td, tei

),mklmi[p2](
−−−→
td, tei

))

mklmi[p1 ‖ p2](
−−−→
td, tei

) = parc(mklmi[p1](
−−−→
td, tei

),mklmi[p2](
−−−→
td, tei

))

As an example, if pi = (X(n) ‖ X(s(n))) · X(s(s(n))), then mklmi[pi](n) = 〈{n, s(n)}, s(s(n))〉 (or as
a term seqM (par(seq1 (n,LM0 ),ML(seq1 (s(n),LM0 )), seq1 (s(s(n)),LM0 )))).

As explained earlier, the data type LM represents a nesting of sequential and parallel compositions
of the state vectors of process X defined by equation (5.1). For a given lm:LM , an important notion
is the multiset of the state vectors of X that are ready to be executed. In other words, these are state
vectors of X that are not prepended by other state vectors of X with a sequential composition. We call
this multiset of state vectors of X from lm the first layer of lm. More formally, an occurrence of d:State
belongs to the first layer of lm if lm has no subterm of the form seq1 (d1, lm1) or seqM (ml1, lm1) such
that this occurrence of d is in lm1.
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The following functions involving the notion of the first layer are used in the definitions of the
resulting LPE:

lenf : LM → Nat – the number of elements in the first layer

getf1 : LM × Nat → −→
D – get n-th element

replf1 : LM × Nat × LM → LM – replace n-th element with an lm
remf1 : LM × Nat → LM – remove n-th element
replf2 : LM × Nat × Nat × LM × LM → LM – replace two elements
replremf2 : LM × Nat × Nat × LM → LM – replace one and remove the other element
remf2 : LM × Nat × Nat → LM – remove two elements

As can be seen from the implementation (Appendix C.2), removing an element from an lm:LM is
equivalent to replacing it with LM0 . In the example considered earlier, we have two elements in the
first layer, where n is has number zero, and s(n) has number one.

Assume the system G7 consists of process equation X as defined in (5.1). We can now define a
system L consisting of process equation Z, that mimics the behavior of X, in the following way:

Z(lm:LM ) =∑
i∈I

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

ai(
−→
fi (

−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ei)) · Z(replf1 (lm, n,mklmi[pi](

−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ei)))

� n < lenf (lm) ∧ ci(
−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ei) � δ

+
∑
j∈J

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

aj(
−→
fj (

−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ej)) · Z(remf1 (lm, n))

� n < lenf (lm) ∧ remf1 (lm, n) 
= 〈 〉 ∧ cj(
−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ej) � δ

+
∑
j∈J

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

aj(
−→
fj (

−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ej))

� n < lenf (lm) ∧ remf1 (lm, n) = 〈 〉 ∧ cj(
−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ej) � δ

+
∑

(k,l)∈IγI

∑
n:Nat

∑
m:Nat

∑
−−−→
ek:Ek

∑
−−−→
e′

l:El

γ(ak, al)(
−→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek))

· Z(replf2 (lm, n,m,mklmk[pk](
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek),mklml[pl](

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm,m), e′l)))

� n < m ∧ m < lenf (lm) ∧ −→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek) =

−→
fl (

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm,m), e′l)

∧ ck(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek) ∧ cl(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm,m), e′l) � δ

+
∑

(k,l)∈IγJ

∑
n:Nat

∑
m:Nat

∑
−−−→
ek:Ek

∑
−−−→
e′

l:El

γ(ak, al)(
−→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek))

· Z(replremf2 (lm, n,m,mklmk[pk](
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek)))

� n 
= m ∧ n < lenf (lm) ∧ m < lenf (lm) ∧ −→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek) =

−→
fl (

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm,m), e′l)

∧ ck(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek) ∧ cl(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm,m), e′l) � δ
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+
∑

(k,l)∈JγJ

∑
n:Nat

∑
m:Nat

∑
−−−→
ek:Ek

∑
−−−→
e′

l:El

γ(ak, al)(
−→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek)) · Z(remf2 (lm, n,m))

� n < m ∧ m < lenf (lm) ∧ −→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek) =

−→
fl (

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm,m), e′l)

∧ ck(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek) ∧ cl(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm,m), e′l) ∧ remf2 (lm, n,m) 
= 〈 〉 � δ

+
∑

(k,l)∈JγJ

∑
n:Nat

∑
m:Nat

∑
−−−→
ek:Ek

∑
−−−→
e′

l:El

γ(ak, al)(
−→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek))

� n < m ∧ m < lenf (lm) ∧ −→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek) =

−→
fl (

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm,m), e′l)

∧ ck(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, n), ek) ∧ cl(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm,m), e′l) ∧ remf2 (lm, n,m) = 〈 〉 � δ

where PγQ = {(k, l) ∈ P × Q | γ(ak, al) is defined}.
The first three sets of summands of the equation represent the singular executions of the ready

components (elements of the first layer), which are sometimes called interleavings. The process Z(lm)
can execute any action the original process X(

−→
d ) can execute, provided that

−→
d belongs to the first

layer of lm. After that the state of Z becomes lm with the first layer occurrence of
−→
d replaced by the

LM representation of the resulting parallel/sequential composition generated from the terms pi taken
from the equation for X. The second and third sets represent the case where the ready component
terminates. In this case we remove the component from lm and, depending on whether this was the
last element of lm, either terminate, or not.

The last four sets of summands represent the dual executions of the ready components by means
of synchronous communication of them, sometimes called handshakings. Here we take two different
ready components, say

−→
d and

−→
d′ and execute the actions that X(

−→
d ) | X(

−→
d′ ) could execute. These

are the actions that communicate and have equal parameter vectors. Due to the commutativity
of communication function and parallel composition, it is enough to consider only ordered pairs of
elements of the first layer (that is why the condition n < m is present if both components perform
terminating actions of X, or both do not). In order to determine the next state of Z, we either replace
both of the components by the future behavior of both X(

−→
d ) and X(

−→
d′ ), respectively (fourth set of

summands), or replace one and remove the other (fifth set), or remove both components (last two
sets). The last two sets of summands only differ in the fact that the first one does not terminate, and
the second one does. This behavior is determined on whether the two communicating components
were the last two elements of lm, or not.

The following theorem states the correctness of our construction.

Theorem 5.2. (X(
−→
d ), G7) ⇒c (Z(seq1 (

−→
d ,LM0 )), L).

Proof. The statement can be proved similarly to Proposition 49 in [21]. Here we define gZ in the
following way:

gZ(lm) = δ � lm = 〈 〉�
(X(

−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, 0)) � remf1 (lm, 0) = 〈 〉�

(X(
−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, 0)) · gZ(remf1 (lm, 0)) � lenf (lm) = 1�

(gZ(getflm(lm)) ‖ gZ(remflm(lm)) � ¬is seq(lm)�
(gZ(getflm(lm)) ‖ gZ(remflm(getseql(lm)))) · gZ(getseqr(lm)))))

with the additional functions (see Appendix C.2 for precise definitions) having the following meaning:

• is seq(lm) is a predicate that checks if lm is a sequential composition of two non-empty LM s;
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• getflm(lm) returns the first element of the first multiset of the list lm (undefined in case there
is no first multiset in lm);

• remflm(lm) removes the above mentioned element;

• getseql(lm) and getseqr(lm) split lm into two sequential parts, with the former one returning the
first multiset and the latter one returning the rest (undefined in case there is no first multiset
in lm).

From this definition, assuming lm 
= 〈 〉, it can be shown that for any n > 0:

gZ(seq1 (
−→
d ,LM0 )) = X(

−→
d )

gZ(seq1 (
−→
d , lm)) = X(

−→
d ) · gZ(lm)

gZ(seqM (par(lm1, . . . par(lmn,ML(lmn+1)) . . . ),LM0 )) = gZ(lm1) ‖ · · · ‖ gZ(lmn+1)
gZ(seqM (par(lm1, . . . par(lmn,ML(lmn+1)) . . . ), lm)) = (gZ(lm1) ‖ · · · ‖ gZ(lmn+1)) · gZ(lm)

Furthermore, we can show that for all the terms pi from the equation (5.1)

gZ(mklmi[pi](
−→
t )) = pi[

−−→
d, ei :=

−→
t ]

Using all these facts, correctness of necessary proof obligations can be derived from the axioms of
µCRL and the data types defined in Appendix C.

5.2 Renaming Operators

In this subsection we still assume that only handshaking communication is possible, but allow the
renaming operations to be present. Taking into account that x = ρRActLab

(τ∅(∂∅(x))), where RActLab

is the identity mapping, we assume that G7 contains a single µCRL process equation in post-PEGNF
of the following form:

X(
−−→
d:D) =

∑
i∈I

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

ai(
−→
fi (

−−→
d, ei)) · pi(

−−→
d, ei) � ci(

−−→
d, ei) � δ

+
∑
j∈J

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

aj(
−→
fj (

−−→
d, ej)) � cj(

−−→
d, ej) � δ

(5.3)

where pi(
−−→
d, ei) are terms of the following syntax:

p ::= p · p | ρR(τI(∂H(X(
−→
t )))) | ρR(τI(∂H(p ‖ p))) (5.4)

We reuse the State data type defined in the previous subsection and extend the LM and ML data
types to contain information about renaming operations surrounding a recursive call or a parallel
composition, which we call annotation (cf. Appendix C.3).

To capture the annotations in the form of a data type, we first need to turn actions into a data
type. Let the set of action labels ActLab be equal to {a0, . . . , an}. We define the data types Act ,
ActSet , ActMap and Annote (see Appendix C.3), to represent actions, sets of actions, mappings of
actions, and triples (R, I,H), respectively. For each action label a ∈ ActLab we define mka[a] :→ Act
to be equal to a(i), where i is such that a = ai. For each S ⊆ ActLab we define mkas[S] :→ ActSet
such that mkas[{a0, . . . , am}] = add(mka[a0], . . . add(mka[am], ActSet0) . . . ). For every well-defined
action renaming function R (cf. Definition 2.3) we define mkam[R] :→ ActMap to have the property
that for any action a ∈ Act appl(mka[a],mkam[R]) = mka[R(a)], where appl : Act ×ActMap → Act
gives the result of application of a mapping to an action label.

The data types ALM (annotated LM ) and AML (annotated ML) have the same constructors as
LM and ML, respectively, with the following two type differences that concern the annotations:
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• seq1 : Annote×State×ALM → ALM , with seq1 (ann, d, lm) representing the list with the state
vector d, annotated with ann, added to the head of lm,

• par : Annote ×ALM ×AML → AML, with par(ann, lm,ml) representing the multiset with the
list lm added to ml and this parallel composition annotated with ann.

Normal forms of the ALM and AML terms are defined as follows. A term of sort ALM is in normal
form if it is of the form:

• ALM0 ,

• seq1 (ann, d, lm),

• seqM (ml , lm),

where

• d is a term of sort State and ann is a term of sort Annote,

• lm is a term of sort ALM in normal form,

• ml is a term of sort AML in normal form having par as outermost symbol.

A term of sort AML is in normal form if it is of the form:

• AML(lm),

• par(ann1, lm1, . . . par(annn, lmn,AML(lmn+1)) . . . ),

where for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1}:
• lm, lmi are terms of sort ALM in normal form, not of the form

seqM (par(Ann0 , lm ′,ml),ALM0 ),

• lmi 
= ALM0 ,

• lmn is not of the form seqM (ml ,ALM0 ),

• ¬gt(lmi, lmi+1).

The gt function (greater than) is defined on ALM and AML using the functions gt on the sorts State
and Annote.

As in the case without annotations, normal forms are preserved by the auxiliary functions conc,
conp, mkml and comp. In addition to that we have the function annote to emulate the application of
the renaming operations to an ALM . The preservation of normal forms can be shown for all functions
that generate terms of sort ALM or AML. Also, the properties of combinations of mkml and conp,
as well as the properties of seqc and parc compositions are also valid in the setting with annotations.
It is also easy to check that annote distributes over seqc.

For each term pi from the equation for X we construct the term mklmi[pi] : State ×−→
Ei → ALM in

the following way:

mklmi[ρR(τI(∂H(X(
−→
t ))))](

−−−→
td, tei

) =

seq1 (ann(mkam[R],mkas[I],mkas[H]),
−→
t [
−−→
d, ei :=

−−−→
td, tei

],LM0 )

mklmi[p1 · p2](
−−→
td, ei) = seqc(mklmi[p1](

−−−→
td, tei

),mklmi[p2](
−−−→
td, tei

))

mklmi[ρR(τI(∂H(p1 ‖ p2)))](
−−−→
td, tei

) =

parc(ann(mkam[R],mkas[I],mkas[H]),mklmi[p1](
−−−→
td, tei

),mklmi[p2](
−−−→
td, tei

))
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As an example, if pi = ρR(∂H (X(n) ‖ X(s(n)))) · τI(∂H1(X(s(s(n))))), then

mklmi[pi](n) = seqM (par(ann(mkam[R],ActSet0 ,mkas[H]), seq1 (Ann0 , n,LM0 ),
ML(seq1 (Ann0 , s(n),LM0 ))), seq1 (ann(ActMap0 ,mkas[I],mkas[H1]), s(s(n)),LM0 ))

For the precise definition of the ALM and AML data types we refer to Appendix C.3.
The notion of the first layer is preserved for the case with annotations, but in addition to the

state vector, each element of the first layer has its individual annotation, which is a composition
of all annotations in the scope of which it appears. In case we are interested in a pair of state
vectors from the first layer, we have to consider three annotations. For example (considering just the
encapsulations), ∂H(∂H1(X(1)) ‖ ∂H2(X(2))) leads to the pair of the first layer elements (1 and 2), and
three annotations (H, H1, and H2). The following additional functions involving the notions of the
first layer and annotations are used in the definition of the resulting LPE:

getf1d : ALM × Nat → −→
D – get n-th element

getf1a : ALM × Nat → Annote – get n-th element’s annotation
getf2a0 : ALM × Nat × Nat → Annote – get n-th element’s annotation

up to the junction with the m-th element
getf2a1 : ALM × Nat × Nat → Annote – get m-th element’s annotation

up to the junction with the n-th element
getf2a : ALM × Nat × Nat → Annote – get (n,m)-th elements’ annotation

(from the junction upwards)

And as in the case without annotations, removing an element is equivalent to replacing it with ALM0 .
Assume the system G7 consists of process equation X as defined in (5.3). A system L consisting of

process equation Z, which mimics behavior of X, is defined in Appendix A. The following theorem
states the correctness of our construction.

Theorem 5.3. (X(
−→
d ), G7) ⇒c (Z(seq1 (Ann0 ,

−→
d ,LM0 )), L).

5.3 Multi-Party Communication

In this subsection we define the LPE for the case when an arbitrary number of parallel components
can be executed synchronously. The number is unknown a priori and is only bound by the number of
the elements of the first layer in a particular state. On the other hand, the number of different action
labels is finite, and, as will be shown later, so is the number of possible communication configurations.

We start from the simpler sub-case where no renaming operations are present. First of all we
introduce some abbreviations to make dealing with the commutative associative partial communication
function γ a bit more liberal. We assume that ε is such that for any a ∈ ActLab γ(a, ε) = a,
and recall that γ(τ, a) is undefined. Moreover, taking associativity of γ into account, we define
γ(a1, . . . , an) = γ(a1, . . . γ(an−1, an) . . . ). For any action label a ∈ ActLab, we define a0 = ε, a1 = a,
and an+1 = γ(a, an). Similarly, τ0 = ε, τ1 = τ , and τn is undefined for all n > 1. From the finiteness
of ActLab it can easily be seen that for any action a ∈ ActLab there are minimal natural numbers
p(a) (prefix of a) and c(a) (cycle of a) such that the sequence an repeats itself after p(a) steps with
the period c(a). More precisely, taking into account that an may become undefined for some n and
all greater powers, we define the numbers p(a) and c(a) as follows:

p(a) =min{n ∈ N | an is undefined ∨ ∃m>n an = am}

c(a) =

{
0 if ap(a) is undefined
min{n ∈ N | n>0 ∧ ap(a) = ap(a)+n} otherwise
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which means that if an is undefined for some n, then p(a) is minimal with respect to such n, and in
this case we put c(a) = 0. In accordance to this, we define p(τ) = 2 and c(τ) = 0.

Considering the equation for X as defined in (5.1), we take the sets of indices I and J and for
all i ∈ I ∪ J we define p(i) = p(ai) and c(i) = c(ai). For this equation for X we define a notion
of configuration as a function conf : I ∪ J → N. A particular configuration specifies how many
occurrences of an action label take part in a communication. We consider only the configurations
that for each action label ai have no more than p(i) + c(i) − 1 occurrences. Moreover we only
consider the configurations that are defined. Assuming that γ(conf ) = γ(aconf (0)

0 , . . . , a
conf (m)
m ), where

I ∪ J = {0, . . . , m}, we define the set of configurations in the following way:

Conf = {conf | ∀i∈I∪J
(
0 ≤conf (i)<p(i) + c(i)

) ∧
∑

i∈I∪J

conf (i) > 0 ∧ γ(conf ) is defined}

The set of configurations that do not lead to termination is defined as

Conf1 = {conf ∈ Conf |
∑
i∈I

conf (i) > 0}

and the set of all others is named Conf2 = Conf \ Conf1 . Now, for a given n we can check whether
an

i conforms to a configuration as follows (n | m represents the ”n divides m” predicate):

is conf [conf , i](n) = (n = conf (i)) ∨ (
conf (i) > 0 ∧ c(i) > 0 ∧ n > p(i) ∧ c(i) | (n − conf (i))

)
which says that n should either be the exact number specified in the configuration, or be greater than
it by a multiple of c(ai).

As one can expect, we need several list data types to deal with multi-party communications. In
addition to the sorts State and Nat defined in Appendix C.1 we use the sorts LState and LNat to
represent lists of natural numbers and states, respectively (see Appendix C.4). We also use the sort
ActPars to represent different action parameter tuples that occur in the initial specification. Different
actions may be parameterized by the same parameter sorts. In this case the values of the actual
parameters have equal representations in the sort ActPars. The sorts Ei are used to represent the
tuples of sorts that occur in the sum sequences of the equation (5.1) for X. These data types are tuple
data types similar to State, with the exception that ActPars preserves a type information for tuples.
The sorts LActPars and LE i represent lists of ActPars and Ei, respectively. All the list data types
have the functions len, cat and head , representing the length of the list, concatenation of two list,
and the first element of the list (undefined for the empty list), respectively. The following additional
functions involving these data types are used in the definitions below:

is unique : LNat → Bool
is sorted : LNat → Bool
is each lower : LNat × Nat → Bool
EQ : LActPars → Bool
Fi : LState × LE i → LActPars
Ci : LState × LE i → Bool

The function is unique checks if all list elements are unique, the function is sorted checks if the list
is sorted, and the function is each lower checks if each of the list elements is less than some natural
number. The functions Fi model application of the terms

−→
fi to each pair of elements in the argument

lists, the functions Ci model conjunction of ci applied to each pair of the elements, and the function
EQ checks if all of the list elements are equal.
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In addition to the data types LM and ML we use the sort LLM to represent lists of LM s (see
Appendix C.5). The following additional functions involving this data type are used in the definitions
below:

getfn : LM × LNat → LState – get n first layer elements
replfn : LM × LNat × LLM → LM – replace n first layer elements with elements of LLM
remfn : LM × LNat → LM – remove n first layer elements
mkllmi : LState × LE i → LLM

The function mkllmi applies the term mklmi[pi] to each pair of elements in the argument lists.
We use the following meta-symbols in the resulting LPE definition:

cat[l0, . . . , lm] = cat(l0, . . . cat(lm−1, lm) . . . )

mkllm[pi](ld ,
−→
lei) = mkllmi(ld ,

−→
lei) for i ∈ I

mkllm[pj ](ld ,
−→
lej) = add(LM0 ,LLM0 ) for j ∈ J

Assume the system G7 consists of process equation X as defined in (5.1) with the sets of indices
J = {0, . . . , k} and I = {k + 1, . . . ,m}. We can now define a system L consisting of process equation
Z, which mimics behavior of X, in the following way:

Z(lm:LM ) =∑
conf∈Conf1

∑
ln0:LNat

· · ·
∑

lnm:LNat

∑
−−−−−→
le0:LE0

· · ·
∑

−−−−−−→
lem:LEm

γ(conf )(
−−→
fmc(

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, head(ln)), head(

−−→
lemc)))

· Z(replfn(lm, ln,

cat[mkllm[p0](
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0), . . . ,mkllm[pm](

−−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnm),

−→
lem)]))

� ln 
= LNat0 ∧ len(ln) ≤ lenf (lm) ∧ is unique(ln)

∧
∧

0≤i≤m
is sorted(lni) ∧

∧
0≤i≤m

is each lower(lenf (lm), lni)

∧
∧

0≤i≤m
is conf [conf , i](len(lni)) ∧

∧
0≤i≤m

len(lni) = len(
−→
lei)

∧ EQ(cat[F0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0), . . . , Fm(

−−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnm),

−→
lem)])

∧ C0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0) ∧ · · · ∧ Cm(

−−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnm),

−→
lem) � δ

+
∑

conf∈Conf2

∑
ln0:LNat

· · ·
∑

lnk:LNat

∑
−−−−−→
le0:LE0

· · ·
∑

−−−−−→
lek:LEk

γ(conf )(
−−→
fmc(

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, head(lnJ )), head(

−−→
lemc)))

· Z(remfn(lm, lnJ ))
� lnJ 
= LNat0 ∧ len(lnJ ) ≤ lenf (lm) ∧ is unique(lnJ )

∧
∧

0≤j≤k
is sorted(lnj) ∧

∧
0≤j≤k

is each lower(lenf (lm), lnj)

∧
∧

0≤j≤k
is conf [conf , j](len(lnj)) ∧

∧
0≤j≤k

len(lnj) = len(
−→
lej)

∧ EQ(cat[F0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0), . . . , Fk(

−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnk),

−→
lek)])

∧ C0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0) ∧ · · · ∧ Ck(

−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnk),

−→
lek )

∧ remfn(lm, lnJ ) 
= 〈 〉 � δ
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+
∑

conf∈Conf2

∑
ln0:LNat

· · ·
∑

lnk:LNat

∑
−−−−−→
le0:LE0

· · ·
∑

−−−−−→
lek:LEk

γ(conf )(
−−→
fmc(

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1 (lm, head(lnJ )), head(

−−→
lemc)))

� lnJ 
= LNat0 ∧ len(lnJ ) ≤ lenf (lm) ∧ is unique(lnJ )

∧
∧

0≤j≤k
is sorted(lnj) ∧

∧
0≤j≤k

is each lower(lenf (lm), lnj)

∧
∧

0≤j≤k
is conf [conf , j](len(lnj)) ∧

∧
0≤j≤k

len(lnj) = len(
−→
lej)

∧ EQ(cat[F0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0), . . . , Fk(

−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnk),

−→
lek)])

∧ C0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0) ∧ · · · ∧ Ck(

−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnk),

−→
lek )

∧ remfn(lm, lnJ ) = 〈 〉 � δ

where ln = cat[ln0, . . . , lnm], lnJ = cat[ln0, . . . , lnk], and mc = min{n ∈ Nat | conf (n) > 0}.
The first set of summands of the LPE represents the case when the process cannot terminate,

because at least one of the communicating components is not terminating (for some i ∈ I we have
conf (i) > 0). The sum variables ln0, . . . , lnm represent lists of numbers of ready components that
will communicate by performing actions a0, . . . , am from the process equation for X, respectively. The
condition of the summand makes sure that the total number of communicating components is not
zero and not bigger than the total number of first layer elements. Moreover, the same component
should not occur more than once, the order of the components is not important, and the numbers, the
components are indexed by, are in range (smaller than lenf (lm)). Finally it is checked that the number
of components performing each particular action conforms to the chosen configuration. The variables−→
le0, . . . ,

−→
lem represent lists of the sum parameter vectors −→ei from the process equation for X. The

length of each list should be equal to the number of components performing the corresponding action.
We note that not all of the sums for ln0, . . . , lnm and

−→
le0, . . . ,

−→
lem are needed for each configuration.

For instance if in a particular configuration we have conf (i) = 0, then the sums for lni and
−→
lei can be

dropped. This is because the only valid representations for lni and
−→
lei will be the empty lists, and all

other conjuncts of the condition involving them will be equal to true.
Furthermore, the other conditions necessary to make the communication possible are: the initial

conditions ci are satisfied for all of the components, and the parameters of communicating actions are
equal. We use the function

−−→
fmc applied to the first communicating component to get the values of

the action parameters. To figure out what the next state of the process Z is, we replace the elements
of the first layer of lm that took part in the communication with the next states these components
would have in the process X (LM0 in case a particular component terminates).

The other two sets of summands represent the configurations that only involve the terminating
actions of the equation for X. The difference between the two is in whether after this communication
the lm becomes equal to LM0 . If this is the case, then the LPE Z terminates, and otherwise continues
the execution.

The following theorem states the correctness of our construction.

Theorem 5.4. (X(
−→
d ), G7) ⇒c (Z(seq1 (

−→
d ,LM0 )), L).

5.4 Multi-Party Communication with Renaming

For the case with the renaming operations we cannot use the communication configurations because
we do not know to what action labels the initial action labels performed by the components will be
renamed. That is why we have to expect that the resulting action can be any action to which one of
the actions ai can be renamed by a renaming function.

In addition to the data types ALM and AML we use the sort LALM to represent lists of ALM s,
the sort LAct to represent lists of Acts and the sort ActDT to represent either an action label, or τ ,
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or δ (see Appendix C.6). The following additional functions involving these data types are used in
the definitions of the resulting LPE:

is act : Act × LALM × LNat × LAct → Bool
is tau : LALM × LNat × LAct → Bool
mklact : Nat × Act → LAct
−→
f0 : ALM × LNAT × . . . × LNAT × E0 × . . . × En → ActPars
mkllmi : LState × LE i → LALM

The function is act checks if a list of components can communicate by performing action from the
list, and the result of this communication is the given action. The function is tau does the same, but
checks that the result is τ . The function mklact generates the list of n actions a. The function

−→
f0 can

be defined as:
−→
f0 (lm, ln0, . . . , lnn,−→e0 , . . . ,−→en) =

−→
fl (

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, head(ln l)),−→el ) for l = min{i | len(lni) > 0 ∨ i = n}

The meaning of this definition is that we find the number l of the first ready component taking part
in the communication, and apply the corresponding function vector

−→
fl to get the values of the action

parameters. The function mkllmi applies the term mklmi[pi] to each pair of elements in the argument
lists.

Assume the system G7 consists of process equation X as defined in (5.4). A system L consisting of
process equation Z, which mimics behavior of X, is defined in Appendix B. The correctness statement
is similar to the case with handshaking:

Theorem 5.5. (X(
−→
d ), G7) ⇒c (Z(seq1 (Ann0 ,

−→
d ,LM0 )), L).

Summarizing Section 5 and the entire transformation, for any Xs from the initial µCRL specification
we have

(Xs(
−→
t ), G) ⇒c (Z(seq1 (Ann0 , (s,MXs(

−→
t )),LM0 )), L)

and the current specification contains definitions of the data types from Appendix C (for the data
type dependencies we refer to Figure 1 in that Appendix).

6. Conclusions

We described a transformation of µCRL process definitions into a linear format, and argued that this
transformation is correct. Our correctness argument is not tied to some particular model, and also
applies to process definitions that do not necessarily imply that the models have unique solutions.
Furthermore, this transformation is idempotent in the following sense: applying the transformation
to an LPE yields the same LPE.

During the process of linearization many optimizations are conceivable, some of which can only be
applied in a certain context. We have already mentioned some optimization rewrite rules (Table 13)
that can be applied during one of the linearization steps. Another optimization can be performed
in the cases where a new process name is introduced. There can be a choice of what parameters to
use for the new process name in order to fetch the complicated structure of data terms involved (see
Subsection II.6.3 of [37] for a detailed example). Furthermore, there are many (minor) optimizations,
such as the rewriting of conditions or the elimination of constant parameters. Due to the fact that the
LPE format provides such a simple process structure, we feel that this type of optimizations can be
best performed after the transformation into the LPE format. Such optimizations include rewriting
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of data terms, eliminations of redundant variables and constants, abstract interpretation, and so on,
some of which have been described in [17] and implemented in the µCRL Toolset [37].

One particular optimization that we want to mention is called regular linearization. By regular lin-
earization we mean the linearization process that does not deploy infinite data types to encode process
behavior. The regular linearization procedures can take the equations we have before introduction
of the infinite LM data type (Section 5) and try to achieve the LPE form without this data type
introduction. This is not always possible: for instance X = a · X · X + a cannot be linearized without
introducing an infinite data type, even if we restrict to the bisimulation model. This follows from
the fact that X represents an infinite graph in the bisimulation model (cf. [27]), but an LPE without
infinite data types can only represent a finite graph in that model (cf. [15], page 40). One of the pos-
sibilities for regular linearization is based on [27], and applies to the situation where regularity follows
from the absence of termination in a recursion, like in X = a · X · X. Restricting to standard process
semantics for µCRL, an LPE that specifies the same behavior is X = a ·X. However, this optimization
is model dependent, as there can be models in which the two equations have different sets of solutions.
For some other cases, also dealt with in [27] and used in the µCRL Toolset, these optimizations can
be justified on a general level using the equivalence of systems of process equations. For example, the
system G1 = {X = a · Y · X,Y = b} can be transformed into G2 = {X = a · Z,Z = b · X}, and we can
prove that (X,G1) = (X,G2), thus showing that this transformation is sound in every model. More
on regular linearization, as it is implemented in the µCRL Toolset, can be found in Subsection II.6
of [37].

Another particular optimization that we want to mention is called clustering of actions. We refer to
Definition 2.7, Theorem 2.8 and Theorem A.4 in [23]. This transformation allows to optimize an LPE
to a form in which every action label occurs at most twice (either as a termination action or not). The
constructed LPE is equivalent (in every model) to the original one. During the transformation the
sums

∑
i∈I and

∑
j∈J , which in Definition 5.1 represent abbreviations for alternative compositions,

are changed to ‘real’ sums over enumerated data types. A similar transformation could be applied
before introducing the data type LM in Section 5, which would lead to smaller resulting LPEs. More
on clustering of actions, as it is implemented in the µCRL Toolset, can be found in Subsection 3.1
(page 13) of [37].

In the future we plan to work on extending the linearization procedure to cover the timed version
of µCRL [22]. A precise definition of the regular linearization procedure, as well as some regularity,
reachability and guardedness analysis methods could lead to better linearization results. Additional
extensions to the language like interrupts, process creation and priorities could be investigated, as they
seem to be useful for applications. An implementation of the linearization procedure using rewriting
strategies [36] is currently under development.

Acknowledgments. Thanks go to Wan Fokkink and Jan Friso Groote for careful proofreading of
the manuscript, and to Jan Bergstra, Bert Lisser, Bas Luttik, Faron Moller, Vincent van Oostrom,
Jaco van de Pol, Alban Ponse, Konstantin Savenkov, and Mark van der Zwaag for helpful discussions
and comments.
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A. Resulting LPE for the Case with the Renaming Operations
and Handshaking

Z(lm:ALM ) =∑
i∈I\Iτ

∑
a∈R(i)

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

a(
−→
fi (

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ei)) · Z(replf1 (lm, n,mklmi[pi](

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ei)))

� n < lenf (lm) ∧ ci(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ei)

∧ mka[ai] /∈ getH (getf1a(lm, n)) ∪ getI (getf1a(lm, n))
∧ mka[a] = appl(mka[ai], getR(getf1a(lm, n))) � δ

+
∑

i∈I\Iτ

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

τ · Z(replf1 (lm, n,mklmi[pi](
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ei)))

� n < lenf (lm) ∧ ci(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ei)

∧ mka[ai] ∈ getI (getf1a(lm, n)) \ getH (getf1a(lm, n)) � δ

+
∑
i∈Iτ

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

τ · Z(replf1 (lm, n,mklmi[pi](
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ei)))

� n < lenf (lm) ∧ ci(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ei) � δ

+
∑

j∈J\Jτ

∑
a∈R(j)

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

a(
−→
fj (

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ej)) · Z(remf1 (lm, n))

� n < lenf (lm) ∧ remf1 (lm, n) 
= 〈 〉 ∧ cj(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ej)

∧ mka[aj ] /∈ getH (getf1a(lm, n)) ∪ getI (getf1a(lm, n))
∧ mka[a] = appl(mka[aj ], getR(getf1a(lm, n))) � δ

+
∑

j∈J\Jτ

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

τ · Z(remf1 (lm, n))

� n < lenf (lm) ∧ remf1 (lm, n) 
= 〈 〉 ∧ cj(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ej)

∧ mka[aj ] ∈ getI (getf1a(lm, n)) \ getH (getf1a(lm, n)) � δ

+
∑
j∈Jτ

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

τ · Z(remf1 (lm, n))

� n < lenf (lm) ∧ remf1 (lm, n) 
= 〈 〉 ∧ cj(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ej) � δ

+
∑

j∈J\Jτ

∑
a∈R(j)

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

a(
−→
fj (

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ej))

� n < lenf (lm) ∧ remf1 (lm, n) = 〈 〉 ∧ cj(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ej)

∧ mka[aj ] /∈ getH (getf1a(lm, n)) ∪ getI (getf1a(lm, n))
∧ mka[a] = appl(mka[aj ], getR(getf1a(lm, n))) � δ

+
∑

j∈J\Jτ

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

τ � n < lenf (lm) ∧ remf1 (lm, n) = 〈 〉 ∧ cj(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ej)

∧ mka[aj ] ∈ getI (getf1a(lm, n)) \ getH (getf1a(lm, n)) � δ

+
∑
j∈Jτ

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

τ � n < lenf (lm) ∧ remf1 (lm, n) = 〈 〉 ∧ cj(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ej) � δ
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+
∑

(k,l)∈(I\Iτ )2

∑
(a,b,c)∈R3

γ(k,l)

∑
n:Nat

∑
m:Nat

∑
−−−→
ek:Ek

∑
−−−→
e′

l:El

a(
−→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek))

· Z(replf2 (lm, n,m,mklmk[pk](
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek),mklml[pl](

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)))

� n < m ∧ m < lenf (lm) ∧ −→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) =

−→
fl (

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)

∧ ck(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) ∧ cl(

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)

∧ mka[ak] /∈ getH (getf2a0 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a0 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[al] /∈ getH (getf2a1 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a1 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2a0 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[c] = appl(mka[al], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[γ(b, c)] /∈ getH (getf2a(lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a(lm, n,m))
∧ mka[a] = appl(mka[γ(b, c)], getR(getf2a(lm, n,m))) � δ

+
∑

(k,l)∈(I\Iτ )2

∑
(b,c)∈R2

γ(k,l)

∑
n:Nat

∑
m:Nat

∑
−−−→
ek:Ek

∑
−−−→
e′

l:El

τ

· Z(replf2 (lm, n,m,mklmk[pk](
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek),mklml[pl](

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)))

� n < m ∧ m < lenf (lm) ∧ −→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) =

−→
fl (

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)

∧ ck(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) ∧ cl(

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)

∧ mka[ak] /∈ getH (getf2a0 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a0 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[al] /∈ getH (getf2a1 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a1 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2a0 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[c] = appl(mka[al], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[γ(b, c)] ∈ getH (getf2a(lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a(lm, n,m)) � δ

+
∑

(k,l)∈(I\Iτ )×(J\Jτ )

∑
(a,b,c)∈R3

γ(k,l)

∑
n:Nat

∑
m:Nat

∑
−−−→
ek:Ek

∑
−−−→
e′

l:El

a(
−→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek))

· Z(replremf2 (lm, n,m,mklmk[pk](
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek)))

� n 
= m ∧ n < lenf (lm) ∧ m < lenf (lm) ∧ −→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) =

−→
fl (

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)

∧ ck(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) ∧ cl(

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)

∧ mka[ak] /∈ getH (getf2a0 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a0 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[al] /∈ getH (getf2a1 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a1 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2a0 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[c] = appl(mka[al], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[γ(b, c)] /∈ getH (getf2a(lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a(lm, n,m))
∧ mka[a] = appl(mka[γ(b, c)], getR(getf2a(lm, n,m))) � δ
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+
∑

(k,l)∈(I\Iτ )×(J\Jτ )

∑
(b,c)∈R2

γ(k,l)

∑
n:Nat

∑
m:Nat

∑
−−−→
ek:Ek

∑
−−−→
e′

l:El

τ

· Z(replremf2 (lm, n,m,mklmk[pk](
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek)))

� n 
= m ∧ n < lenf (lm) ∧ m < lenf (lm) ∧ −→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) =

−→
fl (

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)

∧ ck(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) ∧ cl(

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)

∧ mka[ak] /∈ getH (getf2a0 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a0 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[al] /∈ getH (getf2a1 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a1 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2a0 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[c] = appl(mka[al], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[γ(b, c)] ∈ getH (getf2a(lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a(lm, n,m)) � δ

+
∑

(k,l)∈(J\Jτ )2

∑
(a,b,c)∈R3

γ(k,l)

∑
n:Nat

∑
m:Nat

∑
−−−→
ek:Ek

∑
−−−→
e′

l:El

a(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) · Z(remf2 (lm, n,m))

� n < m ∧ m < lenf (lm) ∧ −→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) =

−→
fl (

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)

∧ ck(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) ∧ cl(

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l) ∧ remf2 (lm, n,m) 
= 〈 〉

∧ mka[ak] /∈ getH (getf2a0 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a0 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[al] /∈ getH (getf2a1 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a1 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2a0 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[c] = appl(mka[al], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[γ(b, c)] /∈ getH (getf2a(lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a(lm, n,m))
∧ mka[a] = appl(mka[γ(b, c)], getR(getf2a(lm, n,m))) � δ

+
∑

(k,l)∈(J\Jτ )2

∑
(b,c)∈R2

γ(k,l)

∑
n:Nat

∑
m:Nat

∑
−−−→
ek:Ek

∑
−−−→
e′

l:El

τ · Z(remf2 (lm, n,m))

� n < m ∧ m < lenf (lm) ∧ −→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) =

−→
fl (

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)

∧ ck(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) ∧ cl(

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l) ∧ remf2 (lm, n,m) 
= 〈 〉

∧ mka[ak] /∈ getH (getf2a0 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a0 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[al] /∈ getH (getf2a1 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a1 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2a0 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[c] = appl(mka[al], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[γ(b, c)] ∈ getH (getf2a(lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a(lm, n,m)) � δ
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+
∑

(k,l)∈(J\Jτ )2

∑
(a,b,c)∈R3

γ(k,l)

∑
n:Nat

∑
m:Nat

∑
−−−→
ek:Ek

∑
−−−→
e′

l:El

a(
−→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek))

� n < m ∧ m < lenf (lm) ∧ −→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) =

−→
fl (

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)

∧ ck(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) ∧ cl(

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l) ∧ remf2 (lm, n,m) = 〈 〉

∧ mka[ak] /∈ getH (getf2a0 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a0 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[al] /∈ getH (getf2a1 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a1 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2a0 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[c] = appl(mka[al], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[γ(b, c)] /∈ getH (getf2a(lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a(lm, n,m))
∧ mka[a] = appl(mka[γ(b, c)], getR(getf2a(lm, n,m))) � δ

+
∑

(k,l)∈(J\Jτ )2

∑
(b,c)∈R2

γ(k,l)

∑
n:Nat

∑
m:Nat

∑
−−−→
ek:Ek

∑
−−−→
e′

l:El

τ

� n < m ∧ m < lenf (lm) ∧ −→
fk(

−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) =

−→
fl (

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l)

∧ ck(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ek) ∧ cl(

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm,m), e′l) ∧ remf2 (lm, n,m) = 〈 〉

∧ mka[ak] /∈ getH (getf2a0 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a0 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[al] /∈ getH (getf2a1 (lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a1 (lm, n,m))
∧ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2a0 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[c] = appl(mka[al], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n,m)))
∧ mka[γ(b, c)] ∈ getH (getf2a(lm, n,m)) ∪ getI (getf2a(lm, n,m)) � δ

where

Iτ = {i ∈ I | ai = τ} Jτ = {j ∈ J | aj = τ}
R(i) = {a ∈ ActLab | type(a) = type(ai)}
R2

γ(k, l) = {(b, c) ∈ ActLab2 | type(b) = type(ak) = type(c) = type(al) ∧ γ(a, b) is defined}
R3

γ(k, l) = {(a, b, c) ∈ ActLab × R2
γ(k, l) | type(a) = type(b)}

The LPE Z is in a sense an extension of the LPE we obtained for the case without the remaining
operations. The first nine summands correspond to the first three summands of the latter LPE, so
each of the interleaving possibilities is represented by three summands. The first one represents the
case when the action (not τ) is not encapsulated or hidden, but can be renamed. The second one
represents the case when the action (not τ) is not encapsulated, but hidden. And the third one
represents the τ summands (we treat them separately, because τ cannot be encapsulated, hidden or
renamed). There is no summand for the encapsulated actions, as they all become equal to δ and
vanish.

In the case of handshakings, we get only two summands for each summand in the case without
the renaming operations. This is because τ does not communicate and we do not need an additional
summand for it.
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B. Resulting LPE for the Case with the Renaming Operations
and Multi-Party Communication

Without loss of generality, we assume that J \ Jτ = {0, . . . , k} and I \ Iτ = {k + 1, . . . , m}.
Z(lm:ALM ) =∑

i∈I\Iτ

∑
a∈R(i)

∑
ln0:LNat

· · ·
∑

lnm:LNat

∑
−−−−−→
le0:LE0

· · ·
∑

−−−−−−→
lem:LEm

a(
−→
f0 (lm, ln0, . . . , lnm, head(

−→
le0), . . . , head(

−→
lem)))

· Z(replfn(lm, ln, cat[mkllm[p0](
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0), . . . ,mkllm[pm](

−−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnm),

−→
lem)]))

� lnI 
= LNat0 ∧ len(ln) ≤ lenf (lm) ∧ is unique(ln) ∧
∧

0≤l≤m
is sorted(ln l)

∧
∧

0≤l≤m
is each lower(lenf (lm), ln l) ∧

∧
0≤l≤m

len(ln l) = len(
−→
lel)

∧ EQ(cat[F0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0), . . . , Fm(

−−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnm),

−→
lem)])

∧ C0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0) ∧ · · · ∧ Cm(

−−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnm),

−→
lem)

∧ is act(mka[a], lm, ln,

cat[mklact(len(ln0),mka[a0]), . . . ,mklact(len(lnm),mka[am])]) � δ

+
∑

i∈I\Iτ

∑
ln0:LNat

· · ·
∑

lnm:LNat

∑
−−−−−→
le0:LE0

· · ·
∑

−−−−−−→
lem:LEm

τ

· Z(replfn(lm, ln, cat[mkllm[p0](
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0), . . . ,mkllm[pm](

−−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnm),

−→
lem)]))

� lnI 
= LNat0 ∧ len(ln) ≤ lenf (lm) ∧ is unique(ln) ∧
∧

0≤l≤m
is sorted(ln l)

∧
∧

0≤l≤m
is each lower(lenf (lm), ln l) ∧

∧
0≤l≤m

len(ln l) = len(
−→
lel)

∧ EQ(cat[F0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0), . . . , Fm(

−−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnm),

−→
lem)])

∧ C0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0) ∧ · · · ∧ Cm(

−−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnm),

−→
lem)

∧ is tau(lm, ln,

cat[mklact(len(ln0),mka[a0]), . . . ,mklact(len(lnm),mka[am])]) � δ

+
∑
i∈Iτ

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ei:Ei

τ · Z(replf1 (lm, n,mklmi[pi](
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ei)))

� n < lenf (lm) ∧ ci(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ei) � δ

+
∑

j∈J\Jτ

∑
a∈R(j)

∑
ln0:LNat

· · ·
∑

lnk:LNat

∑
−−−−−→
le0:LE0

· · ·
∑

−−−−−→
lek:LEk

a(
−→
f0 (lm, ln0, . . . , lnk, head(

−→
le0), . . . , head(

−→
lek)))

· Z(remfn(lm, lnJ ))

� lnJ 
= LNat0 ∧ len(lnJ ) ≤ lenf (lm) ∧ is unique(lnJ ) ∧
∧

0≤l≤k
is sorted(ln l)

∧
∧

0≤l≤k
is each lower(lenf (lm), ln l) ∧

∧
0≤l≤k

len(ln l) = len(
−→
lel)

∧ EQ(cat[F0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0), . . . , Fk(

−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnk),

−→
lek)])

∧ C0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0) ∧ · · · ∧ Ck(

−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnk),

−→
lek )

∧ is act(mka[a], lm, lnJ ,

cat[mklact(len(ln0),mka[a0]), . . . ,mklact(len(lnk),mka[ak])])
∧ remfn(lm, lnJ ) 
= 〈 〉 � δ
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+
∑

j∈J\Jτ

∑
ln0:LNat

· · ·
∑

lnk:LNat

∑
−−−−−→
le0:LE0

· · ·
∑

−−−−−→
lek:LEk

τ · Z(remfn(lm, lnJ ))

� lnJ 
= LNat0 ∧ len(lnJ ) ≤ lenf (lm) ∧ is unique(lnJ ) ∧
∧

0≤l≤k
is sorted(ln l)

∧
∧

0≤l≤k
is each lower(lenf (lm), ln l) ∧

∧
0≤l≤k

len(ln l) = len(
−→
lel)

∧ EQ(cat[F0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0), . . . , Fk(

−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnk),

−→
lek)])

∧ C0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0) ∧ · · · ∧ Ck(

−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnk),

−→
lek )

∧ is tau(lm, lnJ ,

cat[mklact(len(ln0),mka[a0]), . . . ,mklact(len(lnk),mka[ak])])
∧ remfn(lm, lnJ ) 
= 〈 〉 � δ

+
∑
j∈Jτ

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

τ · Z(remf1 (lm, n))

� n < lenf (lm) ∧ remf1 (lm, n) 
= 〈 〉 ∧ cj(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ej) � δ

+
∑

j∈J\Jτ

∑
a∈R(j)

∑
ln0:LNat

· · ·
∑

lnk:LNat

∑
−−−−−→
le0:LE0

· · ·
∑

−−−−−→
lek:LEk

a(
−→
f0 (lm, ln0, . . . , lnk, head(

−→
le0), . . . , head(

−→
lek)))

� lnJ 
= LNat0 ∧ len(lnJ ) ≤ lenf (lm) ∧ is unique(lnJ ) ∧
∧

0≤l≤k
is sorted(ln l)

∧
∧

0≤l≤k
is each lower(lenf (lm), ln l) ∧

∧
0≤l≤k

len(ln l) = len(
−→
lel)

∧ EQ(cat[F0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0), . . . , Fk(

−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnk),

−→
lek)])

∧ C0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0) ∧ · · · ∧ Ck(

−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnk),

−→
lek )

∧ is act(mka[a], lm, lnJ ,

cat[mklact(len(ln0),mka[a0]), . . . ,mklact(len(lnk),mka[ak])])
∧ remfn(lm, lnJ ) = 〈 〉 � δ

+
∑

j∈J\Jτ

∑
ln0:LNat

· · ·
∑

lnk:LNat

∑
−−−−−→
le0:LE0

· · ·
∑

−−−−−→
lek:LEk

τ

� lnJ 
= LNat0 ∧ len(lnJ ) ≤ lenf (lm) ∧ is unique(lnJ ) ∧
∧

0≤l≤k
is sorted(ln l)

∧
∧

0≤l≤k
is each lower(lenf (lm), ln l) ∧

∧
0≤l≤k

len(ln l) = len(
−→
lel)

∧ EQ(cat[F0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0), . . . , Fk(

−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnk),

−→
lek)])

∧ C0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0) ∧ · · · ∧ Ck(

−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnk),

−→
lek )

∧ is tau(lm, lnJ ,

cat[mklact(len(ln0),mka[a0]), . . . ,mklact(len(lnk),mka[ak])])
∧ remfn(lm, lnJ ) = 〈 〉 � δ

+
∑
j∈Jτ

∑
n:Nat

∑
−−−→
ej :Ej

τ � n < lenf (lm) ∧ remf1 (lm, n) = 〈 〉 ∧ cj(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
getf1d(lm, n), ej) � δ

where lnI = cat[lnk+1, . . . , lnm], lnJ = cat[ln0, . . . , lnk], and lnJ = cat(lnJ , lnI ).
The first three sets of summands represent multi-party communications of several components with

at least one of them not terminating. In the third set we separate the actions ai that are equal to
τ – they cannot communicate and can only be executed in the interleaving way. In the first set of
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summands we consider all non τ actions ai and all possible renamings of them. We do not need to
consider the renamings of actions aj here because at least one of the components will be executing an
ai action, and therefore the resulting action will be a renaming of it.

As in the case of multi-party communications without renaming, we take a number of lists to identify
which first layer elements will communicate by performing which actions. The condition lnI 
= LNat0
ensures that at least one of the elements will not terminate. Instead of checking the conformance to a
chosen configuration, we use the function is act to see if the result of the multi-party communication is
the chosen action. The rest of the conditions are the same as in the case without renaming operations.
The second set of summands is similar to the first one and captures the case when communication
results in τ .

The following six summands capture the case when all components terminate after performing a
communication. The first three represent the sub-case when the LPE Z does not terminate in such a
situation, and the last three represent the sub-case when the LPE Z terminates.

In case the LPE Z performs an action, its parameters are the parameters of any of the communicating
actions, so we take the first one. We could skip the definition of the function

−→
f0 and use the following

expression instead:

head(cat[F0(
−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, ln0),

−→
le0), . . . , Fk(

−−−−−−−−−→
getfn(lm, lnk),

−→
lek)])

which, however, is a more complex expression.
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C. µCRL Code of LM and ML Data Types

The source code is split into six parts (Figure 1): two basic parts and four terminal parts corresponding
to the cases with or without the renaming operations, and with handshaking or with multi-party
communication. For each terminal part all of the parts it depends upon are needed (only once in case
of multiple dependencies).

LM_ML0.mcrl
sorts Bool, Nat, State

sorts LM, ML
LM_ML.mcrl

LM_MLmp0.mcrl
sorts LNat, LState, ActPars,

ALM_AML.mcrl

LM_MLmp.mcrl
sorts LLM

ALM_AMLmp.mcrl
sorts LALM, LAct, ActDT, 
additional functions for 
sorts ALM and AML,

sorts Act, ActSet, ActMap, 
Annote, ALM, AML

for sorts LM and ML
additional functions 

functions F_i and C_i
LActPars, E_i, LE_i, function  

communication functions.

Figure 1: Code Files Dependencies.

C.1 Basic Data Types

1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 %%%% sorts Bool, Nat, State(generated) %%%
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 %%% sort Bool (Booleans) %%%
7 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
8 sort Bool
9 func

10 T,F: -> Bool
11 map
12 and: Bool#Bool -> Bool
13 or: Bool#Bool -> Bool
14 not: Bool -> Bool
15 if: Bool#Bool#Bool -> Bool
16 eq: Bool#Bool -> Bool
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17 gt: Bool#Bool -> Bool
18 var
19 b,b1,b2: Bool
20 rew
21 and(T,b)=b and(b,T)=b
22 and(b,F)=F and(F,b)=F
23 and(b,b)=b
24 and(b,not(b))=F and(not(b),b)=F
25 and(or(b,b1),b2)=or(and(b,b2),and(b1,b2))
26 and(b,or(b1,b2))=or(and(b,b1),and(b,b2))
27
28 or(T,b)=T or(b,T)=T
29 or(b,F)=b or(F,b)=b
30 or(b,b)=b
31 or(b,not(b))=T or(not(b),b)=T
32
33 not(F)=T not(T)=F
34 not(not(b))=b
35 not(or(b,b1))=and(not(b),not(b1))
36 not(and(b,b1))=or(not(b),not(b1))
37
38 if(T,b1,b2)=b1 if(F,b1,b2)=b2
39 if(b,b1,b1)=b1 if(not(b),b1,b2)=if(b,b2,b1)
40 if(b,T,b2)=or(b,b2) if(b,F,b2)=and(not(b),b2)
41 if(b,b1,T)=or(not(b),b1) if(b,b1,F)=and(b,b1)
42 if(b,b1,b2)=or(or(and(b,b1),and(not(b),b2)),and(b1,b2))
43
44 eq(b,b)=T eq(b,not(b))=F eq(not(b),b)=F eq(not(b),not(b1))=eq(b,b1)
45 eq(F,b)=not(b) eq(b,F)=not(b) eq(T,b)=b eq(b,T)=b
46 eq(b,b1)=or(and(b,b1),and(not(b),not(b1)))
47
48 gt(b,b)=F gt(T,F)=T gt(b,T)=F
49
50 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
51 %%% sort Nat (Natural numbers with binary representations) %%%
52 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
53 sort Nat
54 func
55 0: -> Nat
56 x2p1: Nat -> Nat % 2n+1
57 x2p2: Nat -> Nat % 2n+2
58 map
59 eq: Nat#Nat -> Bool
60 1,2,3,4,5,6: -> Nat % useful abbreviations
61 x2p0: Nat -> Nat % 2n
62 succ: Nat -> Nat % n+1
63 gt: Nat#Nat -> Bool % greater than
64 if: Bool#Nat#Nat -> Nat
65 add,sub,csub: Nat#Nat -> Nat % addition, subtraction (partial), cut-off subtraction
66 divides: Nat#Nat -> Bool % does the first argument divide the second? (partial)
67 var
68 n,m: Nat b:Bool
69 rew
70 gt(n,n)=F gt(0,n)=F gt(x2p1(n),0)=T gt(x2p2(n),0)=T
71
72 gt(x2p1(n),x2p2(m))=gt(n,m)
73 gt(x2p2(n),x2p1(m))=not(gt(m,n))
74
75 gt(x2p1(n),x2p1(m))=gt(n,m)
76 gt(x2p2(n),x2p2(m))=gt(n,m)
77
78 % eq(n,m)=not(or(gt(n,m),gt(m,n))) % sane, but inefficient
79
80 eq(n,n)=T
81 eq(x2p1(n),0)=F
82 eq(0,x2p1(n))=F
83 eq(x2p2(n),0)=F
84 eq(0,x2p2(n))=F
85 eq(x2p1(n),x2p2(m))=F
86 eq(x2p2(n),x2p1(m))=F
87 eq(x2p2(n),x2p2(m))=eq(n,m)
88 eq(x2p1(n),x2p1(m))=eq(n,m)
89
90 1=x2p1(0) 2=x2p2(0) % 1=2*0+1 2=2*0+2
91 3=x2p1(1) 4=x2p2(1) % 3=2*1+1 4=2*1+2
92 5=x2p1(2) 6=x2p2(2) % 5=2*2+1 6=2*2+2
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93
94 x2p0(0)=0 % 2*0=0
95 x2p0(x2p1(n))=x2p2(x2p0(n)) % 2(2n+1)=2(2n)+2
96 x2p0(x2p2(n))=x2p2(x2p1(n)) % 2(2n+2)=2((2n+1)+1)=2(2n+1)+2
97
98 succ(0)=x2p1(0) % 0+1=2*0+1
99 succ(x2p1(n))=x2p2(n) % (2n+1)+1=2n+2

100 succ(x2p2(n))=x2p1(succ(n)) % (2n+2)+1=2(n+1)+1
101
102 add(0,n)=n add(n,0)=n
103 add(x2p1(n),x2p1(m))=x2p2(add(n,m)) % (2n+1)+(2m+1)=2(n+m)+2
104 add(x2p2(n),x2p2(m))=x2p2(succ(add(n,m))) % (2n+2)+(2m+2)=2(n+m)+4=2(n+m+1)+2
105 add(x2p1(n),x2p2(m))=x2p1(succ(add(n,m))) % (2n+1)+(2m+2)=2(n+m)+3=2(n+m+1)+1
106 add(x2p2(n),x2p1(m))=x2p1(succ(add(n,m))) % (2n+2)+(2m+1)=2(n+m)+3=2(n+m+1)+1
107
108 sub(n,0)=n sub(n,n)=0 % sub(0,x2p{1,2}) is undefined
109 sub(x2p1(n),x2p1(m))=x2p0(sub(n,m)) % (2n+1)-(2m+1)=2(n-m)
110 sub(x2p2(n),x2p2(m))=x2p0(sub(n,m)) % (2n+2)-(2m+2)=the same
111 sub(x2p1(n),x2p2(m))=x2p1(sub(n,succ(m))) % (2n+1)-(2m+2)=2(n-m)-1=2(n-(m+1))+1 -- undef if n=m!
112 sub(x2p2(n),x2p1(m))=x2p1(sub(n,m)) % (2n+2)-(2m+1)=2(n-m)+1
113
114 csub(n,m)=if(gt(n,m),sub(n,m),0)
115
116 divides(x2p1(n),0)=T divides(x2p2(n),0)=T % any n>0 divides 0; divides(0,n) is undefined
117 divides(x2p1(n),x2p1(m))= % n divides m whenever it divides m-n
118 and(not(gt(n,m)),divides(x2p1(n),sub(x2p1(m),x2p1(n))))
119 divides(x2p1(n),x2p2(m))=
120 and(not(gt(n,m)),divides(x2p1(n),sub(x2p2(m),x2p1(n))))
121 divides(x2p2(n),x2p1(m))=F % even never divides odd.
122 divides(x2p2(n),x2p2(m))=divides(succ(n),succ(m)) % (2n+2)|(2m+2) iff (n+1)|(m+1)
123
124 if(T,n,m)=n if(F,n,m)=m if(b,n,n)=n if(not(b),n,m)=if(b,m,n)
125
126 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
127 %%%% To be generated from the spec %%%
128 %%%% The parts that do not parse before actual generation %%%
129 %%%% are commented out %%%
130 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
131
132 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
133 %%% sort State (pre-LPE process parameters tuple) %%%
134 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
135 sort State
136 % func
137 % state:D_0#...#D_n->State
138 map
139 eq: State#State->Bool
140 gt: State#State->Bool
141 if: Bool#State#State->State
142 % pr_0:State->D_0 ... pr_n:State->D_n
143 var
144 d,e:State b:Bool
145 rew
146 if(T,d,e)=d if(F,d,e)=e if(b,d,d)=d if(not(b),d,e)=if(b,e,d)
147 % gt(state(d0,...,dn),state(e0,...,en))=
148 % or(gt(d0,e0),and(eq(d0,e0),...or(gt(d{n-1},e{n-1}),and(eq(d{n-1},e{n-1}),gt(dn,en)))...))
149 eq(d,d)=T
150 % eq(state(d0,...,dn),state(e0,...,en))=and(eq(d0,e0),...,and(eq(dn,en))...)

C.2 Handshaking LM and ML Data Types

1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 %%%% LM And ML data types %%%
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 %%% sort LM %%%
7 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
8 sort LM % list of ML or State elements
9 func

10 LM0: ->LM % empty list
11 seq1: State#LM->LM % add one State element to the head of the list
12 seqM: ML#LM->LM % add one ML to the head of the list
13 %(first argument never ML(x))
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14 map
15 eq: LM#LM->Bool % equality on LM
16 if: Bool#LM#LM->LM
17
18 gt: LM#LM->Bool
19 conc: LM#LM->LM % concatenate 2 LMs in a wf way.
20 conp: ML#LM->LM % prepend an ML to an LM
21
22 lenf:LM->Nat % number of "ready" components
23 getf1:LM#Nat->State % get n-th component
24 replf1:LM#Nat#LM->LM % replace n-th component
25 remf1:LM#Nat->LM % remove n-th component
26 replf2:LM#Nat#Nat#LM#LM->LM % replace n-th and m-th components
27 replremf2:LM#Nat#Nat#LM->LM % replace n-th and remove m-th components
28 remf2:LM#Nat#Nat->LM % remove n-th and m-th components
29
30 parc: LM#LM->LM % compose 2 LMs parallely
31 seqc: LM#LM->LM % compose 2 LMs sequentially
32
33 is_seq:LM->Bool % is it a sequential composition of smth. with a nonempty lm?
34 getflm:LM->LM % only defined if =seqM(ml,lm1): get first elem from ml
35 remflm:LM->LM % only defined if =seqM(ml,lm1): remove first elem from ml
36 getseql:LM->LM % only defined if =seqM(ml,lm1): get conp(ml,lm0)
37 getseqr:LM->LM % only defined if =seqM(ml,lm1): get lm1
38 var
39 d,d1: State lm,lm1,lm2:LM ml,ml1:ML n,m:Nat b:Bool
40 rew
41 gt(LM0,lm)=F
42 gt(seq1(d,lm),LM0)=T
43 gt(seq1(d,lm),seq1(d1,lm1))
44 =if(eq(lm,LM0),
45 if(eq(lm1,LM0),gt(d,d1),F),
46 if(eq(lm1,LM0),T,or(gt(d,d1),and(eq(d,d1),gt(lm,lm1)))))
47 gt(seq1(d,lm),seqM(ml,lm1))=F
48 gt(seqM(ml,lm),LM0)=T
49 gt(seqM(ml,lm),seq1(d,lm1))=T
50 gt(seqM(ml,lm),seqM(ml1,lm1))
51 =if(eq(lm,LM0),
52 if(eq(lm1,LM0),gt(ml,ml1),F),
53 if(eq(lm1,LM0),T,or(gt(ml,ml1),and(eq(ml,ml1),gt(lm,lm1)))))
54
55 conc(LM0,lm)=lm conc(lm,LM0)=lm
56 conc(seq1(d,lm),lm1)=seq1(d,conc(lm,lm1))
57 conc(seqM(ml,lm),lm1)=seqM(ml,conc(lm,lm1))
58
59 conp(ML(lm),lm1)=conc(lm,lm1)
60 conp(par(lm,ml),lm1)=seqM(par(lm,ml),lm1)
61
62 eq(LM0,seq1(d,lm))=F eq(seq1(d,lm),LM0)=F
63 eq(LM0,seqM(ml,lm))=F eq(seqM(ml,lm),LM0)=F
64 eq(seq1(d,lm),seqM(ml,lm1))=F eq(seqM(ml,lm1),seq1(d,lm))=F
65
66 eq(lm,lm)=T
67 eq(seq1(d,lm),seq1(d1,lm1))=and(eq(d,d1),eq(lm,lm1))
68 eq(seqM(ml,lm),seqM(ml1,lm1))=and(eq(ml,ml1),eq(lm,lm1))
69
70 if(T,lm,lm1)=lm if(F,lm,lm1)=lm1 if(b,lm,lm)=lm if(not(b),lm,lm1)=if(b,lm1,lm)
71
72 lenf(LM0)=0
73 lenf(seq1(d,lm))=1
74 lenf(seqM(ml,lm))=lenf(ml)
75
76 % undefined getf1(LM0,n)=
77 getf1(seq1(d,lm),0)=d
78 getf1(seqM(ml,lm),n)=getf1(ml,n)
79
80 replf1(seq1(d,lm),0,lm1)=conc(lm1,lm)
81 replf1(seqM(ml,lm),n,lm1)=conp(replf1(ml,n,lm1),lm)
82
83 remf1(lm,n)=replf1(lm,n,LM0)
84
85 replf2(seqM(ml,lm),n,m,lm1,lm2)=conp(replf2(ml,n,m,lm1,lm2),lm)
86 replremf2(lm,n,m,lm1)=replf2(lm,n,m,lm1,LM0)
87 remf2(lm,n,m)=replf2(lm,n,m,LM0,LM0)
88
89 seqc(lm,lm1)=conc(lm,lm1)
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90 parc(lm,lm1)=conp(comp(mkml(lm),mkml(lm1)),LM0)
91
92 is_seq(LM0)=F is_seq(seq1(d,LM0))=F is_seq(seqM(ml,LM0))=F
93 is_seq(seq1(d,seq1(d1,lm)))=T is_seq(seq1(d,seqM(ml,lm)))=T
94 is_seq(seqM(ml,seq1(d,lm)))=T is_seq(seqM(ml,seqM(ml1,lm)))=T
95
96 getflm(seqM(par(lm,ml),lm1))=lm
97 remflm(seqM(par(lm,ml),lm1))=conp(ml,lm1)
98 getseql(seqM(ml,lm))=conp(ml,LM0)
99 getseqr(seqM(ml,lm))=lm

100
101 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
102 %%% sort ML %%%
103 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
104 sort ML % Multiset of LM
105 func
106 ML: LM->ML % Multiset with one list
107 par: LM#ML->ML % Add a list to the multiset (first argument never LM0)
108 map
109 eq: ML#ML->Bool % equality on ML
110 if:Bool#ML#ML->ML
111
112 mkml :LM->ML % Make a proper ML out of an LM
113 comp :ML#ML->ML % Compose 2 MLs in a wf way.
114 gt :ML#ML->Bool
115
116 in: LM#ML->Bool % test if an lm is in ml (on the first level, of course).
117 rem: LM#ML->ML % remove an lm from ml if it is on the first level, don’t change otherwise
118
119 lenf: ML->Nat
120 getf1: ML#Nat->State
121 replf1: ML#Nat#LM->ML
122 replf2:ML#Nat#Nat#LM#LM->ML % replace n-th and m-th components
123 var
124 d,d1: State lm,lm1,lm2:LM ml,ml1:ML n,m:Nat b:Bool
125 rew
126 gt(ML(lm),ML(lm1))=gt(lm,lm1)
127 gt(ML(lm),par(lm1,ml))=F
128 gt(par(lm1,ml),ML(lm))=T
129 gt(par(lm,ml),par(lm1,ml1))=or(gt(lm,lm1),and(eq(lm,lm1),gt(ml,ml1)))
130
131 mkml(LM0)=ML(LM0)
132 mkml(seq1(d,lm))=ML(seq1(d,lm))
133 mkml(seqM(ml,lm))=if(eq(lm,LM0),ml,ML(seqM(ml,lm)))
134
135 comp(ML(LM0),ml)=ml
136 comp(ml,ML(LM0))=ml
137
138 comp(ML(seq1(d,lm)),ML(seq1(d1,lm1)))=
139 if(gt(seq1(d,lm),seq1(d1,lm1)),
140 par(seq1(d1,lm1),ML(seq1(d,lm))),
141 par(seq1(d,lm),ML(seq1(d1,lm1))))
142 comp(ML(seq1(d,lm)),ML(seqM(ml,lm1)))=par(seq1(d,lm1),ML(seqM(ml,lm1)))
143 comp(ML(seqM(ml,lm)),ML(seq1(d,lm1)))=comp(ML(seq1(d,lm1)),ML(seqM(ml,lm)))
144 comp(ML(seqM(ml,lm)),ML(seqM(ml1,lm1)))=
145 if(gt(seqM(ml,lm),seqM(ml1,lm1)),
146 par(seqM(ml1,lm1),ML(seqM(ml,lm))),
147 par(seqM(ml,lm),ML(seqM(ml1,lm1))))
148
149 comp(ML(seq1(d,lm)),par(lm1,ml))=
150 if(gt(seq1(d,lm),lm1),
151 par(lm1,comp(ML(seq1(d,lm)),ml)),
152 par(seq1(d,lm),par(lm1,ml)))
153 comp(par(lm1,ml),ML(seq1(d,lm)))=comp(ML(seq1(d,lm)),par(lm1,ml))
154 comp(ML(seqM(ml,lm)),par(lm1,ml1))=
155 if(gt(seqM(ml,lm),lm1),
156 par(lm1,comp(ML(seqM(ml,lm)),ml1)),
157 par(seqM(ml,lm),par(lm1,ml1)))
158 comp(par(lm1,ml1),ML(seqM(ml,lm)))=comp(ML(seqM(ml,lm)),par(lm1,ml1))
159 comp(par(lm,ml),par(lm1,ml1))=
160 if(gt(lm,lm1),
161 par(lm1,comp(ml1,par(lm,ml))),
162 par(lm,comp(ml,par(lm1,ml1))))
163
164 eq(ML(lm),par(lm1,ml))=F eq(par(lm1,ml),ML(lm))=F
165 eq(ML(lm1),ML(lm2))=eq(lm1,lm2)
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166 eq(par(lm,ml),par(lm1,ml1))= % ML par(lm1,ml1) has at least 2 elements
167 and(in(lm,par(lm1,ml1)),eq(ml,rem(lm,par(lm1,ml1))))
168 eq(ml,ml)=T
169
170 if(T,ml,ml1)=ml if(F,ml,ml1)=ml1 if(b,ml,ml)=ml if(not(b),ml,ml1)=if(b,ml1,ml)
171
172 in(lm,ML(lm1))=eq(lm,lm1)
173 in(lm,par(lm1,ml))=or(eq(lm,lm1),in(lm,ml))
174
175 % undefined (not needed) rem(lm,ML(lm1))=if(eq(lm,lm1),ML(LM0),ML(lm1))
176 rem(lm,par(lm1,ML(lm2)))=if(eq(lm,lm1),ML(lm2),if(eq(lm,lm2),ML(lm1),par(lm1,ML(lm2))))
177 rem(lm,par(lm1,par(lm2,ml)))=if(eq(lm,lm1),par(lm2,ml),par(lm1,rem(lm,par(lm2,ml))))
178
179 lenf(ML(lm))=lenf(lm)
180 lenf(par(lm,ml))=add(lenf(lm),lenf(ml))
181
182 getf1(ML(lm),n)=getf1(lm,n)
183 getf1(par(lm,ml),n)=if(gt(lenf(lm),n),getf1(lm,n),getf1(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm))))
184
185 replf1(ML(lm),n,lm1)=mkml(replf1(lm,n,lm1))
186 replf1(par(lm,ml),n,lm1)=if(gt(lenf(lm),n),
187 comp(mkml(replf1(lm,n,lm1)),ml),
188 comp(ML(lm),replf1(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm)),lm1)))
189
190 replf2(ML(lm),n,m,lm1,lm2)=mkml(replf2(lm,n,m,lm1,lm2))
191 replf2(par(lm,ml),n,m,lm1,lm2)=
192 if(gt(m,n),
193 if(gt(lenf(lm),n),
194 if(gt(lenf(lm),m),
195 comp(mkml(replf2(lm,n,m,lm1,lm2)),ml),
196 comp(mkml(replf1(lm,n,lm1)),replf1(ml,sub(m,lenf(lm)),lm2))),
197 comp(ML(lm),replf2(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm)),sub(m,lenf(lm)),lm1,lm2))),
198 if(gt(lenf(lm),m),
199 if(gt(lenf(lm),n),
200 comp(mkml(replf2(lm,n,m,lm1,lm2)),ml),
201 comp(mkml(replf1(lm,m,lm2)),replf1(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm)),lm1))),
202 comp(ML(lm),replf2(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm)),sub(m,lenf(lm)),lm1,lm2))))
203

C.3 ALM and AML Data Types

1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 %%% ALM And AML data types %%%
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 %%% sort Act (Actions) %%%
7 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
8 sort Act
9 func

10 a:Nat->Act
11 map
12 eq:Act#Act->Bool
13 if:Bool#Act#Act->Act
14 gt:Act#Act->Bool
15 var a,a1:Act n,m:Nat b:Bool
16 rew
17 eq(a(n),a(m))=eq(n,m)
18 if(T,a,a1)=a if(F,a,a1)=a1 if(b,a,a)=a if(not(b),a,a1)=if(b,a1,a)
19 gt(a(n),a(m))=gt(n,m)
20
21 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
22 %%% sort ActSet (Sets of action Actions) %%%
23 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
24 sort ActSet
25 func
26 ActSet0:->ActSet
27 _add:Act#ActSet->ActSet
28 map
29 eq:ActSet#ActSet->Bool
30 gt:ActSet#ActSet->Bool
31 if:Bool#ActSet#ActSet->ActSet
32 add:Act#ActSet->ActSet % add an element
33 add1:Act#ActSet->ActSet % add an element assuming it is not in the set
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34 in:Act#ActSet->Bool % is an element in the set?
35 rem:Act#ActSet->ActSet % remove an element (if present)
36 union:ActSet#ActSet->ActSet % set union
37 minus:ActSet#ActSet->ActSet % set minus
38 intersect:ActSet#ActSet->ActSet % set intersection
39 var a,a1:Act as,as1:ActSet b:Bool
40 rew
41 eq(as,as)=T eq(ActSet0,_add(a,as))=F eq(_add(a,as),ActSet0)=F
42 eq(_add(a,as),_add(a1,as1))=and(in(a,_add(a1,as1)),eq(as,rem(a,_add(a1,as1))))
43
44 gt(ActSet0,as)=F
45 gt(_add(a,as),ActSet0)=T
46 gt(_add(a,as),_add(a1,as1))=or(gt(a,a1),and(eq(a,a1),gt(as,as1)))
47
48 if(T,as,as1)=as if(F,as,as1)=as1 if(b,as,as)=as if(not(b),as,as1)=if(b,as1,as)
49
50 add(a,as)=if(in(a,as),as,add1(a,as))
51 add1(a,ActSet0)=_add(a,ActSet0)
52 add1(a,_add(a1,as))=if(gt(a,a1),_add(a1,add1(a,as)),_add(a,add(a1,as)))
53
54 in(a,ActSet0)=F in(a,_add(a1,as))=or(eq(a,a1),in(a,as))
55
56 rem(a,ActSet0)=ActSet0
57 rem(a,_add(a1,as))=if(eq(a,a1),as,_add(a1,rem(a,as)))
58
59 union(ActSet0,as)=as union(as,ActSet0)=as
60 union(_add(a,as),as1)=union(as,add(a,as1))
61
62 minus(ActSet0,as)=ActSet0 minus(as,ActSet0)=as
63 minus(_add(a,as),as1)=if(in(a,as1),minus(as,as1),_add(a,minus(as,as1)))
64
65 intersect(ActSet0,as)=ActSet0 intersect(as,ActSet0)=ActSet0
66 intersect(_add(a,as),as1)=if(in(a,as1),_add(a,intersect(as,as1)),intersect(as,as1))
67
68 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
69 %%% sort ActMap (Function from Act to Act) %%%
70 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
71 sort ActMap
72 func
73 ActMap0:->ActMap
74 _add:Act#Act#ActMap->ActMap
75 map
76 eq:ActMap#ActMap->Bool
77 gt:ActMap#ActMap->Bool
78 if:Bool#ActMap#ActMap->ActMap
79 mod:Act#Act#ActMap->ActMap % modify the mapping with the pair
80 mod0:Act#Act#ActMap->ActMap % modify the mapping with the pair assuming the arg is there
81 mod1:Act#Act#ActMap->ActMap % modify the mapping with the pair assuming the arg is not there
82 in:Act#ActMap->Bool % is an element in the map’s args?
83 in:Act#Act#ActMap->Bool % is a pair in the map?
84 rem:Act#ActMap->ActMap % remove a pair by the arg (if present)
85 appl:Act#ActMap->Act % apply the mapping
86 comp:ActMap#ActMap->ActMap % compose 2 maps
87 rimage:ActSet#ActMap->ActSet % F^{-1}(AS)
88 simpl:ActSet#ActMap->ActMap % transform am not to change as
89 var a,a1,a2,a3:Act as:ActSet am,am1:ActMap b:Bool
90 rew
91 eq(am,am)=T eq(ActMap0,_add(a,a1,am))=F eq(_add(a,a1,am),ActMap0)=F
92 eq(_add(a,a1,am),_add(a2,a3,am1))=and(in(a,a1,_add(a1,a2,am1)),eq(am,rem(a,_add(a2,a3,am1))))
93
94 gt(ActMap0,am)=F
95 gt(_add(a,a1,am),ActMap0)=T
96 gt(_add(a,a1,am),_add(a2,a3,am1))=or(gt(a2,a),and(eq(a2,a),or(gt(a1,a3),and(eq(a1,a3),gt(am,am1)))))
97
98 if(T,am,am1)=am if(F,am,am1)=am1 if(b,am,am)=am if(not(b),am,am1)=if(b,am1,am)
99

100 mod(a,a1,am)=if(in(a,am),mod0(a,a1,am),mod1(a,a1,am))
101
102 mod0(a,a1,_add(a2,a3,am))=if(eq(a,a2),_add(a2,a1,am),_add(a2,a3,mod0(a,a1,am)))
103 mod1(a,a1,ActMap0)=_add(a,a1,ActMap0)
104 mod1(a,a1,_add(a2,a3,am))=if(gt(a,a2),_add(a2,a3,mod1(a,a1,am)),_add(a,a1,_add(a2,a3,am)))
105
106 in(a,ActMap0)=F in(a,_add(a2,a3,am))=or(eq(a,a2),in(a,am))
107 in(a,a1,ActMap0)=F in(a,a1,_add(a2,a3,am))=or(and(eq(a,a2),eq(a1,a3)),in(a,a1,am))
108
109 rem(a,ActMap0)=ActMap0
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110 rem(a,_add(a2,a3,am))=if(eq(a,a2),am,_add(a2,a3,rem(a,am)))
111
112 appl(a,ActMap0)=a appl(a,_add(a2,a3,am))=if(eq(a,a2),a3,appl(a,am))
113
114 comp(ActMap0,am)=am comp(am,ActMap0)=am
115 comp(_add(a,a1,am),am1)=if(eq(appl(a1,am1),a),rem(a,comp(am,am1)),mod1(a,appl(a1,am1),rem(a,comp(am,am1))))
116
117 rimage(ActSet0,am)=ActSet0 rimage(as,ActMap0)=as
118 rimage(as,_add(a,a1,am))=if(in(a1,as),add(a,rimage(as,am)),rem(a,rimage(as,am)))
119
120 simpl(ActSet0,am)=am simpl(as,ActMap0)=ActMap0
121 simpl(as,_add(a,a1,am))=if(in(a,as),simpl(as,am),_add(a,a1,simpl(as,am)))
122
123 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
124 %%% sort Annote (Triple of one ActMap and two ActSets) %%%
125 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
126 sort Annote
127 func
128 ann:ActMap#ActSet#ActSet->Annote
129 map
130 eq:Annote#Annote->Bool
131 gt:Annote#Annote->Bool
132 if:Bool#Annote#Annote->Annote
133 Ann0:->Annote
134 comp:Annote#Annote->Annote
135 getH:Annote->ActSet
136 getI:Annote->ActSet
137 getR:Annote->ActMap
138 var as,as1,as2,as3:ActSet am,am1:ActMap ann1,ann2:Annote b:Bool
139 rew
140 eq(ann(am,as,as1),ann(am1,as2,as3))=and(and(eq(am,am1),eq(as,as2)),eq(as1,as3))
141
142 gt(ann(am,as,as1),ann(am1,as2,as3))=or(gt(as1,as3),and(eq(as1,as3),or(gt(as,as2),and(eq(as,as2),gt(am,am1)))))
143
144 if(T,ann1,ann2)=ann1 if(F,ann1,ann2)=ann2 if(b,ann1,ann1)=ann1 if(not(b),ann1,ann2)=if(b,ann2,ann1)
145
146 Ann0=ann(ActMap0,ActSet0,ActSet0)
147
148 comp(ann(am,as,as1),ann(am1,as2,as3))=
149 ann(comp(am1,am),union(as2,rimage(as,am1)),union(as3,minus(rimage(as1,am1),as2)))
150
151 getH(ann(am,as,as1))=as1 getI(ann(am,as,as1))=as getR(ann(am,as,as1))=am
152
153 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
154 %%% sort ALM %%%
155 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
156 sort ALM % List of AML or State elements
157 func
158 ALM0: ->ALM % Empty list
159 seq1: Annote#State#ALM->ALM % Add one State element to the head of the list
160 seqM: AML#ALM->ALM % Add one AML to the head of the list (first argument never AML(x))
161 map
162 eq: ALM#ALM->Bool % Equality on ALM
163 if: Bool#ALM#ALM->ALM
164
165 gt: ALM#ALM->Bool
166 conc: ALM#ALM->ALM % Concatenate 2 ALMs in a wf way.
167 conp: AML#ALM->ALM % Prepend an AML to an ALM
168 annote: Annote#ALM->ALM % add annotation
169
170 lenf:ALM->Nat % number of "ready" components
171 getf1d:ALM#Nat->State % get n-th component
172 getf1a:ALM#Nat->Annote % get n-th component’s annotation
173 replf1:ALM#Nat#ALM->ALM % replace n-th component
174 remf1:ALM#Nat->ALM % remove n-th component
175
176 getf2a0:ALM#Nat#Nat->Annote % get n-th component’s annotation
177 getf2a1:ALM#Nat#Nat->Annote % get m-th component’s annotation
178 getf2a:ALM#Nat#Nat->Annote % get (n,m)-th components’ annotation
179
180 replf2:ALM#Nat#Nat#ALM#ALM->ALM % replace n-th and m-th components
181 replremf2:ALM#Nat#Nat#ALM->ALM % replace n-th and remove m-th components
182 remf2:ALM#Nat#Nat->ALM % remove n-th and m-th components
183
184 parc: Annote#ALM#ALM->ALM % Compose 2 ALMs parallely
185 seqc: ALM#ALM->ALM % Compose 2 ALMs sequentially
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186 var
187 d,d1: State lm,lm1,lm2:ALM ml,ml1:AML n,m:Nat b:Bool ann,ann1:Annote a:Act
188 rew
189 gt(ALM0,lm)=F
190 gt(seq1(ann,d,lm),ALM0)=T
191 gt(seq1(ann,d,lm),seq1(ann1,d1,lm1))
192 =if(eq(eq(lm,ALM0),eq(lm1,ALM0)),
193 if(eq(eq(ann,Ann0),eq(ann1,Ann0)),
194 or(gt(d,d1),and(eq(d,d1),or(gt(lm,lm1),and(eq(lm,lm1),gt(ann,ann1))))),
195 eq(ann1,Ann0)),
196 eq(lm1,ALM0))
197 gt(seq1(ann,d,lm),seqM(ml,lm1))=F
198 gt(seqM(ml,lm),ALM0)=T
199 gt(seqM(ml,lm),seq1(ann,d,lm1))=T
200 gt(seqM(ml,lm),seqM(ml1,lm1))
201 =if(eq(eq(lm,ALM0),eq(lm1,ALM0)),
202 or(gt(ml,ml1),and(eq(ml,ml1),gt(lm,lm1))),
203 eq(lm1,ALM0))
204
205 conc(ALM0,lm)=lm conc(lm,ALM0)=lm
206 conc(seq1(ann,d,lm),lm1)=seq1(ann,d,conc(lm,lm1))
207 conc(seqM(ml,lm),lm1)=seqM(ml,conc(lm,lm1))
208
209 conp(AML(lm),lm1)=conc(lm,lm1)
210 conp(par(ann,lm,ml),lm1)=seqM(par(ann,lm,ml),lm1)
211
212 annote(ann,ALM0)=ALM0 annote(Ann0,lm)=lm
213 annote(ann,seq1(ann1,d,lm))=seq1(comp(ann,ann1),d,annote(ann,lm))
214 annote(ann,seqM(ml,lm))=conp(annote(ann,ml),annote(ann,lm))
215
216 eq(ALM0,seq1(ann,d,lm))=F eq(seq1(ann,d,lm),ALM0)=F
217 eq(ALM0,seqM(ml,lm))=F eq(seqM(ml,lm),ALM0)=F
218 eq(seq1(ann,d,lm),seqM(ml,lm1))=F eq(seqM(ml,lm1),seq1(ann,d,lm))=F
219
220 eq(lm,lm)=T
221 eq(seq1(ann,d,lm),seq1(ann1,d1,lm1))=and(and(eq(d,d1),eq(lm,lm1)),eq(ann,ann1))
222 eq(seqM(ml,lm),seqM(ml1,lm1))=and(eq(ml,ml1),eq(lm,lm1))
223
224 if(T,lm,lm1)=lm if(F,lm,lm1)=lm1 if(b,lm,lm)=lm if(not(b),lm,lm1)=if(b,lm1,lm)
225
226 lenf(ALM0)=0
227 lenf(seq1(ann,d,lm))=1
228 lenf(seqM(ml,lm))=lenf(ml)
229
230 % undefined getf1(ALM0,n)=
231 getf1d(seq1(ann,d,lm),0)=d
232 getf1d(seqM(ml,lm),n)=getf1d(ml,n)
233 getf1a(seq1(ann,d,lm),0)=ann
234 getf1a(seqM(ml,lm),n)=getf1a(ml,n)
235
236 replf1(seq1(ann,d,lm),0,lm1)=conc(annote(ann,lm1),lm)
237 replf1(seqM(ml,lm),n,lm1)=conp(replf1(ml,n,lm1),lm)
238
239 remf1(lm,n)=replf1(lm,n,ALM0)
240
241 getf2a0(seqM(ml,lm),n,m)=getf2a0(ml,n,m)
242 getf2a1(seqM(ml,lm),n,m)=getf2a1(ml,n,m)
243 getf2a(seqM(ml,lm),n,m)=getf2a(ml,n,m)
244
245 replf2(seqM(ml,lm),n,m,lm1,lm2)=conp(replf2(ml,n,m,lm1,lm2),lm)
246 replremf2(lm,n,m,lm1)=replf2(lm,n,m,lm1,ALM0)
247 remf2(lm,n,m)=replf2(lm,n,m,ALM0,ALM0)
248
249 seqc(lm,lm1)=conc(lm,lm1)
250 parc(ann,lm,lm1)=annote(ann,conp(comp(mkml(lm),mkml(lm1)),ALM0))
251
252 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
253 %%% sort AML %%%
254 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
255 sort AML % Multiset of ALM
256 func
257 AML: ALM->AML % Multiset with one list
258 par: Annote#ALM#AML->AML % Add a list to the multiset (first argument never ALM0)
259 map
260 eq: AML#AML->Bool % equality on AML
261 if:Bool#AML#AML->AML
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262
263 mkml :ALM->AML % Make a proper AML out of an ALM
264 comp :AML#AML->AML % Compose 2 AMLs in a wf way.
265 annote: Annote#AML->AML % add annotation
266 gt :AML#AML->Bool
267
268 in: ALM#AML->Bool % test if an lm is in ml (on the first level, of course).
269 rem: ALM#AML->AML % remove an lm from ml if it is on the first level, don’t change otherwise
270
271 lenf: AML->Nat
272 getf1d: AML#Nat->State
273 getf1a: AML#Nat->Annote
274 replf1: AML#Nat#ALM->AML
275
276 getf2a0:AML#Nat#Nat->Annote % get n-th component’s annotation
277 getf2a1:AML#Nat#Nat->Annote % get m-th component’s annotation
278 getf2a:AML#Nat#Nat->Annote % get (n,m)-th components’ annotation
279 replf2:AML#Nat#Nat#ALM#ALM->AML % replace n-th and m-th components
280 var
281 d,d1: State lm,lm1,lm2:ALM ml,ml1:AML n,m:Nat b:Bool ann,ann1,ann2:Annote a:Act
282 rew
283 gt(AML(lm),AML(lm1))=gt(lm,lm1)
284 gt(AML(lm),par(ann,lm1,ml))=F
285 gt(par(ann,lm1,ml),AML(lm))=T
286 gt(par(ann,lm,ml),par(ann1,lm1,ml1))
287 =if(eq(eq(ann,Ann0),eq(ann1,Ann0)),
288 or(gt(lm,lm1),and(eq(lm,lm1),gt(ml,ml1))),
289 eq(ann1,Ann0))
290
291 mkml(ALM0)=AML(ALM0)
292 mkml(seq1(ann,d,lm))=AML(seq1(ann,d,lm))
293 mkml(seqM(ml,lm))=if(eq(lm,ALM0),ml,AML(seqM(ml,lm)))
294
295 comp(AML(ALM0),ml)=ml
296 comp(ml,AML(ALM0))=ml
297
298 comp(AML(seq1(ann,d,lm)),AML(seq1(ann1,d1,lm1)))=
299 if(gt(seq1(ann,d,lm),seq1(ann1,d1,lm1)),
300 par(Ann0,seq1(ann1,d1,lm1),AML(seq1(ann1,d,lm))),
301 par(Ann0,seq1(ann,d,lm),AML(seq1(ann1,d1,lm1))))
302 comp(AML(seq1(ann,d,lm)),AML(seqM(ml,lm1)))=par(Ann0,seq1(ann,d,lm1),AML(seqM(ml,lm1)))
303 comp(AML(seqM(ml,lm)),AML(seq1(ann,d,lm1)))=comp(AML(seq1(ann,d,lm1)),AML(seqM(ml,lm)))
304 comp(AML(seqM(ml,lm)),AML(seqM(ml1,lm1)))=
305 if(gt(seqM(ml,lm),seqM(ml1,lm1)),
306 par(Ann0,seqM(ml1,lm1),AML(seqM(ml,lm))),
307 par(Ann0,seqM(ml,lm),AML(seqM(ml1,lm1))))
308
309 comp(AML(seq1(ann,d,lm)),par(ann1,lm1,ml))=
310 if(and(eq(ann1,Ann0),gt(seq1(ann,d,lm),lm1)),
311 par(Ann0,lm1,comp(AML(seq1(ann,d,lm)),ml)),
312 par(Ann0,seq1(ann,d,lm),par(ann1,lm1,ml)))
313 comp(par(ann1,lm1,ml),AML(seq1(ann,d,lm)))=comp(AML(seq1(ann,d,lm)),par(ann1,lm1,ml))
314 comp(AML(seqM(ml,lm)),par(ann1,lm1,ml1))=
315 if(and(eq(ann1,Ann0),gt(seqM(ml,lm),lm1)),
316 par(Ann0,lm1,comp(AML(seqM(ml,lm)),ml1)),
317 par(Ann0,seqM(ml,lm),par(ann1,lm1,ml1)))
318 comp(par(ann1,lm1,ml1),AML(seqM(ml,lm)))=comp(AML(seqM(ml,lm)),par(ann1,lm1,ml1))
319 comp(par(ann,lm,ml),par(ann1,lm1,ml1))=
320 if(eq(ann,Ann0),
321 if(eq(ann1,Ann0),
322 if(gt(lm,lm1),par(Ann0,lm1,comp(ml1,par(ann,lm,ml))),par(Ann0,lm,comp(ml,par(ann1,lm1,ml1)))),
323 par(Ann0,lm,comp(ml,par(ann1,lm1,ml1)))),
324 if(eq(ann1,Ann0),
325 par(Ann0,lm1,comp(ml1,par(ann,lm,ml))),
326 if(gt(par(ann,lm,ml),par(ann1,lm1,ml1)),
327 par(Ann0,seqM(par(ann1,lm1,ml1),ALM0),par(ann,lm,ml)),
328 par(Ann0,seqM(par(ann,lm,ml),ALM0),par(ann1,lm1,ml1)))))
329
330 annote(ann,AML(lm))=mkml(annote(ann,lm))
331 annote(ann,par(ann1,lm,ml))=par(comp(ann,ann1),lm,ml)
332
333 eq(AML(lm),par(ann1,lm1,ml))=F eq(par(ann1,lm1,ml),AML(lm))=F
334 eq(AML(lm1),AML(lm2))=eq(lm1,lm2)
335 eq(par(ann,lm,ml),par(ann1,lm1,ml1))=
336 and(eq(ann,ann1),and(in(lm,par(Ann0,lm1,ml1)),eq(ml,rem(lm,par(Ann0,lm1,ml1)))))
337 % AML par(Ann0,lm1,ml1) has at least 2 elements
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338 eq(ml,ml)=T
339
340 if(T,ml,ml1)=ml if(F,ml,ml1)=ml1 if(b,ml,ml)=ml if(not(b),ml,ml1)=if(b,ml1,ml)
341
342 in(lm,AML(lm1))=eq(lm,lm1)
343 in(lm,par(ann1,lm1,ml))=and(eq(ann1,Ann0),or(eq(lm,lm1),in(lm,ml)))
344
345 % undefined (not needed) rem(lm,AML(lm1))=if(eq(lm,lm1),AML(ALM0),AML(lm1))
346 rem(lm,par(ann1,lm1,AML(lm2)))=
347 if(eq(ann1,Ann0),
348 if(eq(lm,lm1),AML(lm2),if(eq(lm,lm2),AML(lm1),par(ann1,lm1,AML(lm2)))),
349 par(ann1,lm1,AML(lm2)))
350 rem(lm,par(ann1,lm1,par(ann2,lm2,ml)))=
351 if(eq(ann1,Ann0),
352 if(eq(lm,lm1),par(ann2,lm2,ml),par(ann1,lm1,rem(lm,par(ann2,lm2,ml)))),
353 par(ann1,lm1,par(ann2,lm2,ml)))
354
355 lenf(AML(lm))=lenf(lm)
356 lenf(par(ann,lm,ml))=add(lenf(lm),lenf(ml))
357
358 getf1d(AML(lm),n)=getf1d(lm,n)
359 getf1d(par(ann,lm,ml),n)=if(gt(lenf(lm),n),getf1d(lm,n),getf1d(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm))))
360 getf1a(AML(lm),n)=getf1a(lm,n)
361 getf1a(par(ann,lm,ml),n)=comp(ann,if(gt(lenf(lm),n),getf1a(lm,n),getf1a(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm)))))
362
363 replf1(AML(lm),n,lm1)=mkml(replf1(lm,n,lm1))
364 replf1(par(ann,lm,ml),n,lm1)=annote(ann,if(gt(lenf(lm),n),
365 comp(mkml(replf1(lm,n,lm1)),ml),
366 comp(AML(lm),replf1(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm)),lm1))))
367
368 getf2a0(AML(lm),n,m)=getf2a0(lm,n,m)
369 getf2a0(par(ann,lm,ml),n,m)=
370 if(eq(gt(lenf(lm),n),gt(lenf(lm),m)),
371 if(gt(lenf(lm),n),getf2a0(lm,n,m),getf2a0(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm)),sub(m,lenf(lm)))),
372 if(gt(lenf(lm),n),getf1a(lm,n),getf1a(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm)))))
373 getf2a1(AML(lm),n,m)=getf2a1(lm,n,m)
374 getf2a1(par(ann,lm,ml),n,m)=
375 if(eq(gt(lenf(lm),n),gt(lenf(lm),m)),
376 if(gt(lenf(lm),n),getf2a1(lm,n,m),getf2a1(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm)),sub(m,lenf(lm)))),
377 if(gt(lenf(lm),m),getf1a(lm,n),getf1a(ml,sub(m,lenf(lm)))))
378 getf2a(AML(lm),n,m)=getf2a(lm,n,m)
379 getf2a(par(ann,lm,ml),n,m)=
380 if(eq(gt(lenf(lm),n),gt(lenf(lm),m)),
381 comp(ann,if(gt(lenf(lm),n),getf2a(lm,n,m),getf2a(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm)),sub(m,lenf(lm))))),
382 ann)
383
384 replf2(AML(lm),n,m,lm1,lm2)=mkml(replf2(lm,n,m,lm1,lm2))
385 replf2(par(ann,lm,ml),n,m,lm1,lm2)=annote(ann,
386 if(gt(m,n),
387 if(gt(lenf(lm),n),
388 if(gt(lenf(lm),m),
389 comp(mkml(replf2(lm,n,m,lm1,lm2)),ml),
390 comp(mkml(replf1(lm,n,lm1)),replf1(ml,sub(m,lenf(lm)),lm2))),
391 comp(AML(lm),replf2(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm)),sub(m,lenf(lm)),lm1,lm2))),
392 if(gt(lenf(lm),m),
393 if(gt(lenf(lm),n),
394 comp(mkml(replf2(lm,n,m,lm1,lm2)),ml),
395 comp(mkml(replf1(lm,m,lm2)),replf1(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm)),lm1))),
396 comp(AML(lm),replf2(ml,sub(n,lenf(lm)),sub(m,lenf(lm)),lm1,lm2)))))

C.4 Basic Data Types for Multi-Party Communications

1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 %%%% Sorts LNat, LState; ActPars, E_i, LActPars, LE_i, functions on them (all generated) %%%
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 %%% sort LNat (list of Naturals) %%%
7 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
8 sort LNat
9 func

10 LNat0:->LNat
11 add:Nat#LNat->LNat
12 map
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13 eq:LNat#LNat->Bool
14 if:Bool#LNat#LNat->LNat
15 len:LNat->Nat
16 cat:LNat#LNat->LNat
17 head:LNat->Nat % return the head of the list
18 in:Nat#LNat->Bool
19 lower:LNat#Nat->LNat % return a sublist containing elems <n
20 upper:LNat#Nat->LNat % return a sublist containing elems >=n
21 sub:LNat#Nat->LNat % subtract n from each elem.
22 is_unique:LNat->Bool % are all the elems different?
23 is_sorted:LNat->Bool % is the list sorted?
24 is_each_lower:Nat#LNat->Bool % is each of the elems lower than the first arg?
25 gen0Mm1:Nat->LNat % generate list 0..M-1 (if M=0 then return LNat0)
26 var
27 lnat,lnat1:LNat n,m:Nat b:Bool
28 rew
29 eq(lnat,lnat)=T eq(LNat0,add(n,lnat))=F
30 eq(add(n,lnat),LNat0)=F eq(add(n,lnat),add(m,lnat1))=and(eq(n,m),eq(lnat,lnat1))
31 if(T,lnat,lnat1)=lnat if(F,lnat,lnat1)=lnat1
32 if(b,lnat,lnat)=lnat if(not(b),lnat,lnat1)=if(b,lnat1,lnat)
33 len(LNat0)=0
34 len(add(n,lnat))=succ(len(lnat))
35 cat(LNat0,lnat)=lnat cat(lnat,LNat0)=lnat
36 cat(add(n,lnat),lnat1)=add(n,cat(lnat,lnat1))
37 head(add(n,lnat))=n
38 in(n,LNat0)=F
39 in(n,add(m,lnat))=or(eq(n,m),in(n,lnat))
40 lower(LNat0,n)=LNat0
41 lower(add(m,lnat),n)=if(gt(n,m),add(m,lower(lnat,n)),lower(lnat,n))
42 upper(LNat0,n)=LNat0
43 upper(add(m,lnat),n)=if(gt(n,m),upper(lnat,n),add(m,upper(lnat,n)))
44 sub(LNat0,n)=LNat0
45 sub(add(m,lnat),n)=add(sub(m,n),sub(lnat,n))
46 is_unique(LNat0)=T
47 is_unique(add(n,lnat))=and(in(n,lnat),is_unique(lnat))
48 is_sorted(LNat0)=T is_sorted(add(n,LNat0))=T
49 is_sorted(add(n,add(m,lnat)))=and(not(gt(n,m)),is_sorted(add(m,lnat)))
50 is_each_lower(n,LNat0)=T
51 is_each_lower(n,add(m,lnat))=and(gt(n,m),is_each_lower(n,lnat))
52 gen0Mm1(0)=LNat0
53 gen0Mm1(x2p1(n))=cat(gen0Nm1(x2p0(n)),add(n,LNat0))
54 gen0Mm1(x2p2(n))=cat(gen0Nm1(x2p1(n)),add(n,LNat0))
55
56 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
57 %%% sort LState (list of States) %%%
58 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
59 sort LState
60 func
61 LState0:->LState
62 add:State#LState->LState
63 map
64 eq:LState#LState->Bool
65 if:Bool#LState#LState->LState
66 len:LState->Nat
67 var
68 ld,ld1:LState d,d1:State b:Bool
69 rew
70 eq(ld,ld)=T eq(LState0,add(d,ld))=F
71 eq(add(d,ld),LState0)=F eq(add(d,ld),add(d1,ld1))=and(eq(d,d1),eq(ld,ld1))
72 if(T,ld,ld1)=ld if(F,ld,ld1)=ld1 if(b,ld,ld)=ld if(not(b),ld,ld1)=if(b,ld1,ld)
73 len(LState0)=0
74 len(add(d,ld))=succ(len(ld))
75
76 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
77 %%% Sorts LActPars (list of ActPars, defined below) %%%
78 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
79 sort LActPars
80 func
81 LActPars0:->LActPars
82 add:ActPars#LActPars->LActPars
83 map
84 eq:LActPars#LActPars->Bool
85 if:Bool#LActPars#LActPars->LActPars
86 len:LActPars->Nat
87 head:LActPars->ActPars % return the head of the list
88 EQ:LActPars->Bool % are all of the elements equal?
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89 var
90 laa,laa1:LActPars aa,aa1:ActPars b:Bool
91 rew
92 eq(laa,laa)=T eq(LActPars0,add(aa,laa))=F
93 eq(add(aa,laa),LActPars0)=F eq(add(aa,laa),add(aa1,laa1))=and(eq(aa,aa1),eq(laa,laa1))
94 if(T,laa,laa1)=laa if(F,laa,laa1)=laa1 if(b,laa,laa)=laa if(not(b),laa,laa1)=if(b,laa1,laa)
95 len(LActPars0)=0
96 len(add(aa,laa))=succ(len(laa))
97 head(add(aa,laa))=aa
98 EQ(LActPars0)=T
99 EQ(add(aa,LActPars0))=T

100 EQ(add(aa,add(aa1,laa)))=and(eq(aa,aa1),EQ(add(aa1,laa)))
101
102 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
103 %%%% To be generated from the spec %%%
104 %%%% The parts that do not parse before actual generation %%%
105 %%%% are commented out %%%
106 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
107
108 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
109 %%% Sort ActPars (unique action parameters tuples) %%%
110 %%% if parameters of act(m) are a_k(...), %%%
111 %%% it means that act(m) and act(k) have the same parameter sorts %%%
112 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
113 sort ActPars
114 func
115 % a_k:D_0#...#D_n->ActPars
116 map
117 eq: ActPars#ActPars->Bool
118 gt: ActPars#ActPars->Bool
119 if: Bool#ActPars#ActPars->ActPars
120 % pr_k_0:ActPars->D_0 ... pr_k_n:ActPars->D_n
121 var
122 aa,aa1:ActPars b:Bool
123 rew
124 if(T,aa,aa1)=aa if(F,aa,aa1)=aa1 if(b,aa,aa)=aa if(not(b),aa,aa1)=if(b,aa1,aa)
125 % gt(a_k(d0,...,dn),a_k(e0,...,en))=
126 % or(gt(d0,e0),and(eq(d0,e0),...or(gt(d{n-1},e{n-1}),and(eq(d{n-1},e{n-1}),gt(dn,en)))...))
127 % gt(a_k(d0,...,dn),a_m(e0,...,el))="k>m"
128 eq(aa,aa)=T
129 % eq(a_k(d0,...,dn),a_k(e0,...,en))=and(eq(d0,e0),...,and(eq(dn,en))...)
130 % eq(a_k(d0,...,dn),a_m(e0,...,el))=F (k!=m)
131
132 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
133 %%% Sorts E_i (sum types tuples) %%%
134 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
135 sort E_0
136 func
137 % e_i:D_0#...#D_n->E_i
138 map
139 eq: E_0#E_0->Bool
140 gt: E_0#E_0->Bool
141 if: Bool#E_0#E_0->E_0
142 % pr_0:E_i->D_0 ... pr_n:E_i->D_n
143 var
144 ee,ee1:E_0 b:Bool
145 rew
146 if(T,ee,ee1)=ee if(F,ee,ee1)=ee1 if(b,ee,ee)=ee if(not(b),ee,ee1)=if(b,ee1,ee)
147 % gt(e_i(d0,...,dn),e_i(e0,...,en))=
148 % or(gt(d0,e0),and(eq(d0,e0),...or(gt(d{n-1},e{n-1}),and(eq(d{n-1},e{n-1}),gt(dn,en)))...))
149 eq(ee,ee)=T
150 % eq(e_i(d0,...,dn),e_i(e0,...,en))=and(eq(d0,e0),...,and(eq(dn,en))...)
151
152 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
153 %%% Sorts LE_i (list of E_i) %%%
154 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
155 sort LE_0
156 func
157 LE0_0:->LE_0
158 add:E_0#LE_0->LE_0
159 map
160 eq:LE_0#LE_0->Bool
161 if:Bool#LE_0#LE_0->LE_0
162 len:LE_0->Nat
163 head:LE_0->E_0
164 var
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165 lee,lee1:LE_0 ee,ee1:E_0 b:Bool
166 rew
167 eq(lee,lee)=T eq(LE0_0,add(ee,lee))=F
168 eq(add(ee,lee),LE0_0)=F eq(add(ee,lee),add(ee1,lee1))=and(eq(ee,ee1),eq(lee,lee1))
169 if(T,lee,lee1)=lee if(F,lee,lee1)=lee1 if(b,lee,lee)=lee if(not(b),lee,lee1)=if(b,lee1,lee)
170 len(LE0_0)=0
171 len(add(ee,lee))=succ(len(lee))
172 head(add(ee,lee))=ee
173
174 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
175 %%% Functions F_i and C_i (use the terms vectors f_i and c_i) %%%
176 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
177 map
178 F_0:LState#LE_0->LActPars
179 C_0:LState#LE_0->Bool
180 var
181 d:State ld:LState e:E_0 le:LE_0
182 rew
183 F_0(LState0,LE0_0)=LActPars0
184 % F_i(add(d,ld),add(e,le))=add([meta(f_i)](pr_k(d),pr_k(e)),F_i(ld,le))
185 C_0(LState0,LE0_0)=T
186 % C_i(add(d,ld),add(e,le))=and([meta(c_i)](pr_k(d),pr_k(e)),C_i(ld,le))

C.5 Data Types for Multi-Party Communications with LM and ML

1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 %%% sort LLM (list of LMs) %%%
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4 sort LLM
5 func
6 LLM0:->LLM
7 add:LM#LLM->LLM
8 map
9 eq:LLM#LLM->Bool

10 if:Bool#LLM#LLM->LLM
11 len:LLM->Nat
12 cat:LLM#LLM->LLM
13 lower:LLM#LNat#Nat->LLM % return a sublist containing elems whose places are <n
14 upper:LLM#LNat#Nat->LLM % return a sublist containing elems whose places are >=n
15 LEmptyLM:Nat->LLM % returns the list consisting of n LM0s.
16 var
17 llm,llm1:LLM lnat:LNat lm,lm1:LM b:Bool n,m:Nat
18 rew
19 eq(llm,llm)=T eq(LLM0,add(lm,llm))=F
20 eq(add(lm,llm),LLM0)=F eq(add(lm,llm),add(lm1,llm1))=and(eq(lm,lm1),eq(llm,llm1))
21 if(T,llm,llm1)=llm if(F,llm,llm1)=llm1 if(b,llm,llm)=llm if(not(b),llm,llm1)=if(b,llm1,llm)
22 len(LLM0)=0
23 len(add(lm,llm))=succ(len(llm))
24 cat(LLM0,llm)=llm cat(llm,LLM0)=llm
25 cat(add(lm,llm),llm1)=add(lm,cat(llm,llm1))
26 lower(LLM0,LNat0,n)=LLM0
27 lower(add(lm,llm),add(m,lnat),n)=if(gt(n,m),add(lm,lower(llm,lnat,n)),lower(llm,lnat,n))
28 upper(LLM0,LNat0,n)=LLM0
29 upper(add(lm,llm),add(m,lnat),n)=if(gt(n,m),upper(llm,lnat,n),add(lm,upper(llm,lnat,n)))
30 LEmptyLM(0)=LLM0
31 LEmptyLM(x2p1(n))=add(LM0,cat(LEmptyLM(n),LEmptyLM(n)))
32 LEmptyLM(x2p2(n))=add(LM0,LEmptyLM(x2p1(n)))
33
34 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
35 %%% Additional parts for the sorts LM and ML %%%
36 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
37 map
38 getfn:LM#LNat->LState % get the list of states.
39 replfn:LM#LNat#LLM->LM % replace the components with indices from LNat with the elements of LLM
40 replfn:ML#LNat#LLM->ML
41 remfn:LM#LNat->LM % remove the components with indices from LNat
42 var
43 llm:LLM lnat:LNat lm,lm1:LM ml:ML n:Nat
44 rew
45 getfn(lm,LNat0)=LState0
46 getfn(lm,add(n,lnat))=add(getf1(lm,n),getfn(lm,lnat))
47
48 replfn(lm,add(n,LNat0),add(lm1,LLM0))=replf1(lm,n,lm1)
49 replfn(seqM(ml,lm),add(n,lnat),add(lm1,llm))=conp(replfn(ml,add(n,lnat),add(lm1,llm)),lm)
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50
51 replfn(ML(lm),lnat,llm)=mkml(replfn(lm,lnat,llm))
52 replfn(par(lm,ml),lnat,llm)=
53 comp(if(eq(lower(lnat,lenf(lm)),LNat0),
54 ML(LM0),
55 mkml(replfn(lm,lower(lnat,lenf(lm)),lower(llm,lnat,lenf(lm))))),
56 if(eq(upper(lnat,lenf(lm)),LNat0),
57 ML(LM0),
58 replfn(ml,sub(upper(lnat,lenf(lm)),lenf(lm)),upper(llm,lnat,lenf(lm)))))
59
60 remfn(lm,lnat)=replfn(lm,lnat,LEmptyLM(len(lnat)))
61
62 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
63 %%%% To be generated from the spec %%%
64 %%%% The parts that do not parse before actual generation %%%
65 %%%% are commented out %%%
66 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
67
68 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
69 %%% Functions mkllm_i %%%
70 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
71 map
72 mkllm_0:LState#LE_0->LLM
73 var
74 d:State ld:LState ee:E_0 lee:LE_0
75 rew
76 mkllm_0(LState0,LE0_0)=add(LM0,LLM0)
77 % mkllm_0(add(d,ld),add(ee,lee))=add([meta(mklm_0)](pr_k(d),pr_k(ee)),mkllm_0(ld,lee))
78

C.6 Data Types for Multi-Party Communications with ALM and AML

1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 %%% sort LALM (list of ALMs) %%%
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4 sort LALM
5 func
6 LALM0:->LALM
7 add:ALM#LALM->LALM
8 map
9 eq:LALM#LALM->Bool

10 if:Bool#LALM#LALM->LALM
11 len:LALM->Nat
12 cat:LALM#LALM->LALM
13 lower:LALM#LNat#Nat->LALM % return a sublist containing elems whose places are <n
14 upper:LALM#LNat#Nat->LALM % return a sublist containing elems whose places are >=n
15 LEmptyALM:Nat->LALM % returns the list consisting of n ALM0s.
16 var
17 llm,llm1:LALM lnat:LNat lm,lm1:ALM b:Bool n,m:Nat
18 rew
19 eq(llm,llm)=T eq(LALM0,add(lm,llm))=F
20 eq(add(lm,llm),LALM0)=F eq(add(lm,llm),add(lm1,llm1))=and(eq(lm,lm1),eq(llm,llm1))
21 if(T,llm,llm1)=llm if(F,llm,llm1)=llm1 if(b,llm,llm)=llm if(not(b),llm,llm1)=if(b,llm1,llm)
22 len(LALM0)=0
23 len(add(lm,llm))=succ(len(llm))
24 cat(LALM0,llm)=llm cat(llm,LALM0)=llm
25 cat(add(lm,llm),llm1)=add(lm,cat(llm,llm1))
26 lower(LALM0,LNat0,n)=LALM0
27 lower(add(lm,llm),add(m,lnat),n)=if(gt(n,m),add(lm,lower(llm,lnat,n)),lower(llm,lnat,n))
28 upper(LALM0,LNat0,n)=LALM0
29 upper(add(lm,llm),add(m,lnat),n)=if(gt(n,m),upper(llm,lnat,n),add(lm,upper(llm,lnat,n)))
30 LEmptyALM(0)=LALM0
31 LEmptyALM(x2p1(n))=add(ALM0,cat(LEmptyALM(n),LEmptyALM(n)))
32 LEmptyALM(x2p2(n))=add(ALM0,LEmptyALM(x2p1(n)))
33
34 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
35 %%% sort LAct (list of Actions) %%%
36 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
37 sort LAct
38 func
39 LAct0:->LAct
40 add:Act#LAct->LAct
41 map
42 eq:LAct#LAct->Bool
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43 if:Bool#LAct#LAct->LAct
44 len:LAct->Nat
45 cat:LAct#LAct->LAct
46 lower:LAct#LNat#Nat->LAct % return a sublist containing elems whose places are <n
47 upper:LAct#LNat#Nat->LAct % return a sublist containing elems whose places are >=n
48 mklact:Nat#Act->LAct % generate the list of n actions a
49 var
50 la,la1:LAct lnat:LNat a,a1:Act b:Bool n,m:Nat
51 rew
52 eq(la,la)=T eq(LAct0,add(a,la))=F
53 eq(add(a,la),LAct0)=F eq(add(a,la),add(a1,la1))=and(eq(a,a1),eq(la,la1))
54 if(T,la,la1)=la if(F,la,la1)=la1 if(b,la,la)=la if(not(b),la,la1)=if(b,la1,la)
55 len(LAct0)=0
56 len(add(a,la))=succ(len(la))
57 cat(LAct0,la)=la cat(la,LAct0)=la
58 cat(add(a,la),la1)=add(a,cat(la,la1))
59 lower(LAct0,LNat0,n)=LAct0
60 lower(add(a,la),add(m,lnat),n)=if(gt(n,m),add(a,lower(la,lnat,n)),lower(la,lnat,n))
61 upper(LAct0,LNat0,n)=LAct0
62 upper(add(a,la),add(m,lnat),n)=if(gt(n,m),upper(la,lnat,n),add(a,upper(la,lnat,n)))
63 mklact(0,a)=LAct0
64 mklact(x2p1(n),a)=add(a,cat(mklact(n,a),mklact(n,a)))
65 mklact(x2p2(n),a)=add(a,mklact(x2p1(n),a))
66
67 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
68 %%% Sort ActDT (action or delta or tau) %%%
69 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
70 sort ActDT
71 func
72 adt_a:Act->ActDT
73 adt_d:->ActDT
74 adt_t:->ActDT
75 map
76 eq:ActDT#ActDT->Bool
77 if:Bool#ActDT#ActDT->ActDT
78 gamma: ActDT#ActDT->ActDT
79 annote: Annote#ActDT->ActDT
80 var
81 a,a1:Act adt,adt1:ActDT b:Bool ann:Annote
82 rew
83 eq(adt,adt)=T eq(adt_a(a),adt_a(a1))=eq(a,a1)
84 eq(adt_a(a),adt_d)=F eq(adt_a(a),adt_t)=F
85 eq(adt_d,adt_a(a))=F eq(adt_d,adt_t)=F
86 eq(adt_t,adt_a(a))=F eq(adt_t,adt_d)=F
87
88 if(T,adt,adt1)=adt if(F,adt,adt1)=adt1 if(b,adt,adt)=adt if(not(b),adt,adt1)=if(b,adt1,adt)
89
90 gamma(adt_a(a),adt_a(a1))=if(cannot_communicate(a,a1),adt_d,adt_a(gamma(a,a1)))
91 gamma(adt_d,adt)=adt_d gamma(adt_t,adt)=adt_d gamma(adt,adt_d)=adt_d gamma(adt,adt_t)=adt_d
92
93 annote(ann,adt_a(a))=if(in(a,getH(ann)),adt_d,if(in(a,getI(ann)),adt_t,adt_a(appl(a,getR(ann)))))
94 annote(ann,adt_d)=adt_d annote(ann,adt_t)=adt_t
95
96 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
97 %%% Additional parts for the sorts ALM and AML %%%
98 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
99 map

100 getfnd:ALM#LNat->LState % get the components with indices from LNat
101 replfn:ALM#LNat#LALM->ALM % replace the components with indices from LNat with the elements of LALM
102 replfn:AML#LNat#LALM->AML
103 remfn:ALM#LNat->ALM % remove the components with indices from LNat.
104 getActDT:ALM#LNat#LAct->ActDT % get the action a list of ready components performing the list of action
105 getActDT:AML#LNat#LAct->ActDT % will communicate into
106 is_act:Act#ALM#LNat#LAct->Bool % is this action a?
107 is_tau:ALM#LNat#LAct->Bool % is this tau?
108 var
109 lm,lm1:ALM ml:AML lnat,lnat1:LNat llm:LALM ann:Annote a,a1:Act la,la1:LAct n,n1:Nat
110 rew
111 getfnd(lm,LNat0)=LState0
112 getfnd(lm,add(n,lnat))=add(getf1d(lm,n),getfnd(lm,lnat))
113
114 replfn(lm,add(n,LNat0),add(lm1,LALM0))=replf1(lm,n,lm1)
115 replfn(seqM(ml,lm),add(n,lnat),add(lm1,llm))=conp(replfn(ml,add(n,lnat),add(lm1,llm)),lm)
116
117 replfn(AML(lm),lnat,llm)=mkml(replfn(lm,lnat,llm))
118 replfn(par(ann,lm,ml),lnat,llm)=
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119 annote(ann,comp(if(eq(lower(lnat,lenf(lm)),LNat0),
120 AML(ALM0),
121 mkml(replfn(lm,lower(lnat,lenf(lm)),lower(llm,lnat,lenf(lm))))),
122 if(eq(upper(lnat,lenf(lm)),LNat0),
123 AML(ALM0),
124 replfn(ml,sub(upper(lnat,lenf(lm)),lenf(lm)),upper(llm,lnat,lenf(lm))))))
125
126 remfn(lm,lnat)=replfn(lm,lnat,LEmptyALM(len(lnat)))
127
128 getActDT(lm,add(n,LNat0),add(a,LAct0))=annote(getf1a(lm,n),adt_a(a))
129 getActDT(seqM(ml,lm),add(n,add(n1,lnat1)),add(a,add(a1,la1)))=
130 getActDT(ml,add(n,add(n1,lnat1)),add(a,add(a1,la1)))
131
132 getActDT(AML(lm),lnat,la)=getActDT(lm,lnat,la)
133 getActDT(par(ann,lm,ml),lnat,la)=
134 annote(ann,
135 if(eq(lower(lnat,lenf(lm)),LNat0),
136 getActDT(ml,sub(lnat,lenf(lm)),la),
137 if(eq(upper(lnat,lenf(lm)),LNat0),
138 getActDT(lm,lnat,la),
139 gamma(getActDT(lm,lower(lnat,lenf(lm)),lower(la,lnat,lenf(lm))),
140 getActDT(ml,sub(upper(lnat,lenf(lm)),lenf(lm)),upper(la,lnat,lenf(lm)))))))
141
142 is_act(a,lm,lnat,la)=eq(adt_a(a),getActDT(lm,lnat,la))
143 is_tau(lm,lnat,la)=eq(adt_t,getActDT(lm,lnat,la))
144
145 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
146 %%%% To be generated from the spec %%%
147 %%%% The parts that do not parse before actual generation %%%
148 %%%% are commented out %%%
149 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
150
151 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
152 %%% Communication functions %%%
153 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
154 map
155 cannot_communicate:Act#Act->Bool
156 gamma:Act#Act->Act
157
158 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
159 %%% Functions mkllm_i and f0 %%%
160 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
161 map
162 mkllm_0:LState#LE_0->LALM
163 % f0:ALM#LNat#...#LNat#E_0#E_1#...#E_n->ActPars
164 var
165 d:State ld:LState ee:E_0 lee:LE_0
166 rew
167 mkllm_0(LState0,LE0_0)=add(ALM0,LALM0)
168 % mkllm_0(add(d,ld),add(ee,lee))=add([meta(mklm_0)](pr_k(d),pr_k(ee)),mkllm_0(ld,lee))
169
170 % f0(lm,ln_0,...,ln_n,e_0,...,e_n)=
171 % if(not(eq(ln_0,LNat0)),[meta]f_0(getf1(lm,head(ln_0)),e_0),
172 % if(not(eq(ln_1,LNat0)),[meta]f_1(getf1(lm,head(ln_1)),e_1),
173 % if(not(eq(ln_2,LNat0)),[meta]f_2(getf1(lm,head(ln_2)),e_2),
174 % .......
175 % if(not(eq(ln_{n-1},LNat0)),[meta]f_{n-1}(getf1(lm,head(ln_{n-1})),e_{n-1}),
176 % [meta]f_n(getf1(lm,head(ln_n)),e_n)
177 % )
178 % .......
179 % )
180 % )
181 % )


